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Introduction

Many firms decide that cohabitation beats marriage or just staying single.  They form joint ventures instead

of merging, competing with each other, or just doing nothing.  And like cohabitation, a joint venture may be

a temporary affair or a long-lasting relationship.  Some joint ventures are established to accomplish a

defined goal, such as development of a standard interface for interactive components, and then disbanded. 

Others are started to produce and market a new product, such as a new computer chip, and may remain in

existence for as long as they are viable in the marketplace.

Joint ventures are by no means a new mode or organization.  But joint ventures, along with other forms of

“interfirm cooperation,” have become much more common in the last quarter century.  Although

comprehensive data are not available, it appears clear that after the mid-1970s the number of alliances

between firms grew rapidly.  The number of joint ventures formed annually increased from virtually none

in the early 1970s to over 200 in the information technology industry by the early 1990s._  Cross-national

joint ventures have also grown strongly.  The rate of joint venture formation involving U.S. and foreign

firms increased by 27 percent annually between 1985 and 1992._  Indeed, the trend towards joint ventures

has prompted one observer to claim that, “looking for allies is as much a part of the 1990s corporate

Zeitgeist as achieving total quality.”_  The phrases “joint venture” or “strategic alliance” appeared over 600

times in our search of business periodicals published in 1996.

Unlike cohabitation, which became trendy at about the same time, the increased popularity of joint ventures

does not result from a lack of commitment.  Rather, technological change has created more opportunities

for productive cooperation that do not require full merger.  For example, the convergence of the cable,

telephone, computer, and media businesses has created many opportunities for collaboration between firms

in different industries.  While some firms have chosen merger (Time with Warner and then with Turner),_

others have chosen joint ventures or strategic alliances (Microsoft and NBC to form MSNBC)._  In

addition, increased global competition has led more U.S. companies to form alliances with foreign

competitors.  American Airlines and British Airways have proposed an alliance,_ and AT&T, Italy’s

STET/Telecom Italia and Unisource, a pan-European alliance, recently announced agreements to form an

alliance._

Like cohabitation, though, joint ventures are sometimes viewed with suspicion or opprobrium.  At least

since Adam Smith’s cynical comment that  “[p]eople of the same trade seldom meet together, even for

merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in some

contrivance to raise prices,”_ students of economics have assumed that when competitors get together they

are generally up to no good.  That view has influenced the courts and the antitrust authorities.  In some

cases, joint venture participants are prohibited from engaging in certain business acts that would be quite

unremarkable and socially acceptable if performed by participants that had been properly merged.  

In this paper, we describe three basic principles that should guide antitrust policy towards joint ventures,

apply those principles to various types of joint venture behavior, and consider several recently proposed

rules concerning joint ventures in light of those principles.  We argue that the economics of joint ventures

implies that an antitrust policy should: (1) neither seek to encourage nor to discourage entrepreneurs from

choosing the joint venture form over other forms; (2) recognize that joint ventures face different

management and coordination problems than single firms and that they must adopt practices to deal with

these problems; and (3) prevent joint ventures from circumventing the antitrust laws.

These principles help inform the structured rule-of-reason analysis previously discussed by Schmalensee._ 

We extend that analysis in this article and focus the application of the rule to joint ventures: (a) joint

venture practices that do not harm consumers are presumptively legal; (b) joint venture practices that harm

consumers but that do not provide important static or dynamic efficiencies are presumptively illegal; (c)

joint venture practices that have anticompetitive and procompetitive effects should be evaluated through a

full-blown rule-of-reason analysis.  We explain that it is essential that any inquiry begin with an assessment

of whether the practice in question imposes significant consumer harm, that it would be unsound policy to

require joint venture to show that its actions are efficient in the first instance, and that the party complaining

about a particular practice should bear the ultimate burden of proof of showing that the practice, on net,

significantly harms consumers.



In applying our principles to this structured rule-of-reason analysis, we show that it is important here, just

as in other antitrust contexts, to distinguish between antitrust issues that relate to the operation of a joint

venture and those that involve its structure.  Operational issues turn on the nature and scope of collective

action by a venture’s members.  Structural issues turn on the identity of those members and the rules, if any,

governing changes in membership.  While the effect on consumer welfare is the ultimate standard for

evaluating all joint venture actions, the distinction between structural and operational rules leads, again, as

in other antitrust contexts, to different presumptions for joint venture practices that pass through the market

power (Step 1) and efficiency (Step 2) screens into the full-blown rule-of-reason analysis (Step 3).  In the

case of structural rules, courts or regulators should compel joint ventures to expel or add members only

under exceptional circumstances: those in which courts or regulators would break up a single firm in a

monopolization case or would force a single firm to share its property because it is an essential facility.  In

the case of operational rules, finders of fact should temper the application of the standards governing single

firms with a recognition of the difficulties of collective decision making in a joint venture.  Finders of fact

should also recognize that devising workable “less restrictive alternative” modes of operation is problematic

for people who are not experienced in the day-to-day complexities of running joint ventures.

The paper has six sections including this introduction.  Section II discusses economic aspects of the joint

venture form that bear on the proper antitrust treatment of joint ventures.  Section III reviews antitrust

problems that often arise in practice with joint ventures and then describes our basic principles for treating

joint ventures.  Section IV discusses our structured rule-of-reason analysis in light of these principles and

applies this analysis to selected antitrust issues.  Section V evaluates several recent proposals concerning

the antitrust treatment of joint ventures. These proposals focus on joint venture decisions to exclude firms

from participation.  Section VI presents a brief summary of our major findings. 

Economic Aspects of Joint Ventures

Firms have relationships with each other all the time.  However, these interactions seldom rise to the level

of commitment or seriousness of purpose that would define a joint venture.  As the name implies, a joint

venture emerges when two or more firms join forces to do the sorts of things that single firms do internally. 

This includes conducting research and development, developing a new product, entering an industry, or

securing scale economies through the concentration of production._   Several recent examples illustrate this

form of business organization. In 1991, IBM, Apple, and Motorola began work on a jointly developed

microprocessor (the “PowerPC” platform) designed to challenge Intel's hegemony in the market for

personal computer microprocessors._ New United Motors Manufacturing, Inc. (NUMMI) is the joint

venture of General Motors and Toyota Motors. It assembles Corollas and compact pickup trucks for Toyota

and Geo Prizms for General Motors in a former GM plant in Fremont, California._  Mondex International,

Ltd. was established as a  “smart card” joint venture joined by 17 major institutions, among them Dean

Witter Discover, AT&T, Wells Fargo, NatWest Bank and the Royal Bank of Canada.  Subsequently,

MasterCard acquired a 51 percent share of Mondex._

This section has five parts.  Part A describes the different types of joint ventures.  Part B presents an

overview of the changing role of joint ventures in the economy.  Part C explains some of the economic

advantages of organizing business activities through a joint venture.  Part D discusses some of the

economic problems faced by joint ventures.  And Part E summarizes our discussion of joint ventures.

Types of Joint Ventures

The term joint venture is broad enough to encompass virtually any form of plausibly legitimate

collaboration between firms.  We focus on horizontal joint ventures.  A horizontal joint venture is one that

includes members that compete against each other in a relevant market.  Often, the joint venture provides

inputs that help these firms compete more effectively by lowering costs or increasing the value of the

product.  These include joint ventures for research and development, production, marketing, information

exchange and standard setting.

Joint ventures formed to conduct research and development have received considerable attention.   In 1980,

the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice (DOJ) put out guidelines_ specifically to address issues



concerning them.  In 1984, Congress passed the National Cooperative Research Act (NCRA)_ to help

encourage their formation. Research joint ventures can help facilitate innovation—especially for basic

research that can involve substantial spillovers, and such ventures can therefore reduce socially wasteful

duplicative efforts.  Examples of research and development joint ventures include: Bellcore, formed as a

joint venture between the regional Bell operating companies (Ameritech, Bell Atlantic, BellSouth,

NYNEX, Pacific Telesis, SBC Communications, and U S WEST);_ the Partnership for a New Generation

of Vehicles, an alliance between several government agencies as well as Chrysler, Ford, and GM to develop

new vehicle technology,_ and the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation, a basic

research venture of microelectronics firms._

Production joint ventures can realize efficiencies by combining firms with complementary skills or other

assets or by permitting small firms to overcome scale difficulties.  The NCRA had covered only agreements

at the basic research and development level,_ thus not including any joint efforts to commercialize and

develop products.  In 1993, Congress extended the protections of NCRA to production joint ventures by

passing the National Cooperative Research and Production Act (NCRPA)._    Visa and MasterCard are

production joint ventures comprised of member banks that cooperate to operate payment card networks. 

The GM-Toyota joint venture is also a production joint venture.

Producers of relatively homogeneous products often form marketing joint ventures to conduct advertising

and promotion.  Sometimes such producers form trade associations, such as the National Cattlemen’s Beef

Association, that attempt to increase consumer demand._  There are obvious free-rider problems with these

joint ventures.  Why would an individual producer want to join if it can already reap the benefits of the joint

venture’s efforts?  It is not surprising then, that many of these ventures are either directly undertaken by

local government agencies_ or are funded by government-mandated fees._

Some joint ventures, however, combine marketing, production, and research and development.  These joint

ventures make particular sense because they enable firms that have  strong capabilities in some but not all

of these areas to work together.  For example, Astra Merck is a joint venture of AB Astra and Merck & Co.,

Inc.  Astra, a Swedish company, had developed several cardiovascular drugs while Merck had strong

marketing capabilities in the U.S.  Other joint ventures facilitate information exchange._  In some

industries, individual firms may have particular difficulty making business decisions based only on their

own information.  The most obvious example is the insurance industry.  Insurance companies can make

more accurate assessments of risk when they aggregate more data on past losses._  The Insurance Services

Office collects information from independent insurance companies. It provides expectations of risk from

particular types of coverage and files suggested rates with state insurance regulators based on these

combined data.

Finally, setting standards for products often involves joint activity between firms.  Firms can benefit from

standard setting, particularly for products that connect to or interact with other products.  If an individual

firm is sufficiently important, it can perhaps set the standard by itself. But frequently there are advantages

from cooperation.  For example, three consortia (Zenith/AT&T, Thomson Electronics/Phillips

Electronics/Sarnoff Research, and General Instruments/MIT) joined to form what is known as the “Grand

Alliance,” which is determining the new high definition television standards._  The type of television signal

broadcast by stations needs to be compatible with the type of signal that television sets can receive.  The

Grand Alliance proposed a standard that was recommended by an advisory committee of the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) as the next U.S. broadcasting standard._  This standard was

subsequently challenged by the computer and motion picture industries, which were concerned that the

standard was in conflict with their respective needs._  Ultimately, the various industries reached a

compromise agreement that was then adopted by the FCC._  While it is possible that firms could resolve a

standard through the marketplace without direct interaction, agreeing on a standard can increase the

probability and speed of consumer acceptance of and demand for a new product and reduce business

uncertainty. 

Economic Role of Joint Ventures

Research and development, production and marketing joint ventures have come to play an increasingly



important role in our economy.  We discuss four broad areas in which these types of horizontal joint

ventures have become prominent:  high-technology industries, healthcare industries, international business,

and network industries.

High-Technology Industries

High-technology industries are one of the most important sources of U.S. economic growth in our society

today.  The ability of firms in these industries to innovate and remain competitive is critical for the success

of our economy.  Policymakers recognize that joint ventures are often essential for achieving this

innovation.  For example, the U.S. Department of Justice, in its Antitrust Guide Concerning Research Joint

Ventures, noted that:

In modern economies, innovation is a key to productivity and competitiveness.  Achieving innovation

usually requires research, as well as development of new ideas into marketable products, services or

technology. . . . For many sensible reasons, such as the large size, scope or risk of a project, or the

complementary nature of the cooperating firms, much research is carried out jointly by two or more firms

or by an association or joint venture._

The U.S. Congress, in the National Cooperative Research and Production Congressional Statement of

Findings and Purpose, found that:

(1) technological innovation and its profitable commercialization are critical components of the ability of

the United States to raise the living standards of Americans and to compete in world markets; [and] (2)

cooperative arrangements among nonaffiliated businesses in the private sector are often essential for

successful technological innovation . . . ._

As these comments suggest, the joint venture structure is an important vehicle for innovation and the

associated development of marketable products.  In the biotechnology industry, for example, a substantial

amount of the research is conducted by small firms that lack the necessary equity and expertise to develop a

commercially viable product._  While some equity financing is available to small biotechnology firms, they

often decide to enter into alliances with large corporations such as pharmaceutical firms.  Lerner and

Merges examined the growth of new interfirm alliances involving U.S. firms in biotechnology, information

technology, and advanced materials.  They found that the number of such alliances increased from 42 in

1980 to 133 in 1987 to 235 in 1994. _

Some notable examples of joint ventures in high-technology industries include:  an agreement between

Bristol-Myers Squibb and Progenics Pharmaceuticals to develop and market cancer vaccines;_ the

Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation, a consortium of technology firms, which includes

Control Data Company, Digital Equipment Company, Honeywell and RCA;_ and several alliances which

have been formed to develop the next generation of cable boxes, including Time Warner’s separate

agreements with Toshiba and Scientific-Atlanta._  There are also, of course, general research and

development joint ventures.

Healthcare Industry

Joint ventures are also increasingly important in the health industry—an industry that accounted for about

18 percent of personal consumption expenditures in 1995._ This industry has come under considerable

scrutiny over the last several years as a result of allegations of inefficient operation and of provision of

gold-plated healthcare._  As a result of these concerns, and attendant regulations, the industry has attempted

to contain costs through new organizations, some of which involve new forms of collaboration between

competitors.  For example, hospitals have formed joint ventures involving the use of expensive healthcare

equipment or highly specialized healthcare services; healthcare providers have organized joint purchasing

arrangements to allow them to realize scale economies; and physicians have formed network joint ventures

to implement cost controls and deliver efficient services to patients.  These collaborations are generally

production joint ventures.



The DOJ and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have recognized both the procompetitive potential of

many of these joint ventures as well as their potential anticompetitive dangers.  They have jointly issued a

set of statements regarding the antitrust concerns in the healthcare industry._  These statements provide

advice to potential joint ventures by providing specific safe harbors as well as general guidance on what

factors are important to the agencies in analyzing the antitrust implications.

Joint ventures in the healthcare industry come in many shapes and sizes, but physician specialty networks

are especially common.  For example, Yellowstone Physicians, LLC, is a network in the Billings, Montana

area that seeks to enter into managed-care provider contracts on behalf of its members.  The Eastern Ohio

Physicians Organization, Inc. is a similar organization which operates in the Youngstown, Ohio area.  Other

examples of healthcare joint ventures are the Ohio Ambulance Network, Inc., a network of ambulance and

ambulette service providers which seeks to secure contracts with large payers, such as HMOs, and the

Central Texas Medical Group, an independent practitioners’ association designed to distribute information

and educate its members on managed-care and community issues.

International Joint Ventures

International considerations have come to play an important role in the U.S. economy as technological,

economic, and political forces have increased world trade.  Domestic businesses need to learn from foreign

companies, as well as to compete with them.  As a result, many international joint ventures have formed

recently.  Some of these joint ventures are between a U.S. firm that has a product but needs the country-

specific knowledge that a foreign partner can provide.  Some ventures are between a foreign firm with

technological or managerial expertise and a U.S. firm that can facilitate entry into domestic markets.  Other

ventures are formed between firms from different countries which have complementary expertise that is not

related to country-specific reasons.  Finally, some joint ventures of U.S. firms are formed to increase their

overall ability to compete internationally._

International joint ventures have become more popular as managers have realized the significant challenges

of launching new products or opening up new markets in an unfamiliar cultural setting.  Many companies

now feel that joint ventures and strategic alliances are typically preferable to  “going it alone” or using

mergers and acquisitions to gain a foothold in a new market, especially when firms are attempting to

diversify from their core business._  International joint ventures have become an integral part of the global

strategy of nearly every large multinational firm—even longtime isolated and secretive giants like AT&T

and IBM have embraced the idea._  Some examples of international joint ventures include CFM

International, a joint venture between GE's jet engine subsidiary and Snecma, a France counterpart;_

NUMMI, the GM/Toyota collaboration discussed above; and Astra Merck, also discussed above. These

joint ventures sometimes combine elements of marketing, production and research and development.

Network Joint Ventures

Many industries involve technological and business relationships that constitute a network.  Most broadly

defined, a network is any structure that can be described in terms of nodes and links between these nodes. _ 

Many network industries share an interesting property:  consumers of their outputs benefit the more there

are other consumers who also use these products.  Your fax machine is more valuable when more

businesses have compatible fax machines.  The Internet becomes more valuable to you the more people

there are to whom you can send e-mail.  Your ATM card is more valuable the more places you can use it. 

These are familiar examples of what economists call “network externalities.”

Network industries provide fertile ground for joint ventures because in these industries cooperation among

firms is often not only efficient it is often critical.  Sometimes, competing firms need to be physically

connected to each other to offer valuable services to consumers.  That is the case with the telephone

companies.  In other cases, they need to coordinate their activities.  That is the case with flower delivery

services.  In still other cases, they need to agree on standards.  That is the case with computer software and

hardware vendors.

These gains from cooperation sometimes result in the partial integration of firms.  Thus, FTD is a joint



venture of flower shops that provides a national and international network for the delivery of flowers._ 

MasterCard is a joint venture of banks that provides a computer network for processing card transactions

and a set of rules that encourages banks to sign up merchants and issue cards.

Advantages of Joint Ventures As a Business Organization

As the previous discussion illustrates, businesses form joint ventures because they believe that this business

structure provides several advantages over remaining a single firm, and either foregoing the opportunity

presented by the venture or attempting to pursue it through merger or growth._  Through collaboration, joint

ventures enable firms to reduce free riding by each on the others’ efforts in research and development. Joint

ventures may also provide a superior vehicle for interfirm transactions than other sorts of contracts.  They

enable firms to realize synergies between their operations by capitalizing, for example, on each other’s

comparative advantages in marketing and production.  They may also permit firms to realize certain

efficiencies from economies of scale and scope or from network economies.  Joint ventures enable firms to

achieve these benefits without full merger and the inefficiencies that are sometimes associated with the

integration of distinct firms.  We discuss these advantages in turn. 

Appropriability

Firms must generally expect to appropriate a substantial portion of the benefits from their investments to

make those investments in the first place.  Firms can expect to receive virtually all of the benefits from

investments in tangible assets, such as plant and equipment. But firms may have substantial difficulty in

capturing the bulk of the returns from innovations generated by their investments in basic research and

development.  These innovations might be difficult to patent or otherwise protect, and even patented

innovations may not result in a marketable product for years.  Alternatively, it may be easy for other firms

to invent around patented innovations.  Companies sometimes try to reverse engineer each other’s

innovative products and can sometimes create noninfringing alternatives.  Similar problems can exist in

appropriating the benefits from, for example, marketing efforts of producers of homogeneous products or

products in new categories.

In general, the greater the degree of the “spillover” of benefits from an individual firm’s investment to other

firms, the less incentive any firm has to invest.  Consider a simplistic example of a potential research

project that would produce a new desirable product with certainty.  Suppose, however, that this product can

be imitated by competitors who immediately drive the price down to the marginal production cost.  No

individual firm would have any incentive to develop this product, however great its value to consumers.  It

is conceivable, though, that the potential firms in the industry could reach an agreement to enter a joint

venture that would develop the new product and retain some control over pricing so that the joint venture

would have the incentive to fund the research.  A joint venture thus helps reduce the appropriability

problem, at least among the joint venture members._

Contractual Efficiency

The joint venture form can also help reduce the transactions costs necessary for accomplishing certain

business objectives.  Beginning with Coase’s classic work on the nature of the firm, economists and legal

scholars have recognized that the scope of a firm is determined, in part, by the relative advantages of

conducting business through informal contracts between factors of production within the firm and

employing formal contracts to link distinct factors of production organized as separate firms._  A joint

venture provides an organizational form that enables the participants to use both formal and informal

contracts for interacting in various dimensions.  A joint venture results in an integration between the firms,

along at least some business dimensions, that in turn results in informal contracts (e.g., a joint management

making decisions) replacing formal contracts (e.g., a contract that dictates the actions taken and

compensation received by each firm).  Here we discuss the efficiencies of a joint venture compared to the

members remaining independent.

To achieve a particular business objective, firms could consider either a joint venture or explicit contracts.

Firms that decide to start a joint venture have presumably determined that partial integration through a joint



venture provides more synergies, or provides those synergies at lower transactions costs, than either full

integration or explicit contracting._ The fact that some joint ventures have objectives that can be

accomplished in a limited duration of time is a further reason why partial integration is preferable to full

integration.  Once the objective has been achieved, it is far easier to undo a partial integration than a full

integration of firms.

In the complex, uncertain, and often long-term business situations that motivate joint venture formation, it

is difficult and costly, at least, to write an explicit contract that would adequately anticipate all of the

important contingencies.  While the joint venture structure is itself far from immune to similar

organizational problems,_ it does provide some improvements over independent firms trying to contract to

the same result.  Monitoring is easier in a joint venture where members have direct access to the venture’s

activity.  Also, opportunism is less likely among members who have investments in a joint undertaking. 

And finally, the costs of bargaining over ongoing issues is smaller when the parties are more directly in

contact with each other._  At the same time, full integration may entail higher transactions costs or result in

greater diseconomies than partial integration.  It is expensive, time-consuming, and difficult to combine

distinct firms with separate cultures and structures.  In many business dimensions, making a firm larger or

more complex may result in inefficiencies.  Partial integration enables firms to focus on the particular

business dimensions for which there are net gains.  For example, two firms from separate industries that

combine to develop a new product or to enter, for them, a new market, might not find it otherwise useful to

incur the costs of merger negotiations.  The firms might have considerable disagreement on how much each

of them is worth, especially if they are not publicly traded.  They might have conflicts over how to divide

up managerial control in the merged firm, perhaps both wanting more autonomy than is possible.  

And, of course, there are the straightforward transactions costs attendant to any merger.  If the portions of

the firms’ businesses that are unrelated to the joint venture would realize no efficiency benefits from

merger, there may simply be no reason to incur these various costs.  The need for only partial integration in

a joint venture provides one other advantage.  The member firms might not be permitted to merge because

of antitrust concerns over portions of their businesses unrelated to the joint venture, but might receive

approval for the joint venture.

Synergies

Joint ventures permit members to realize synergies from combining complementary knowledge or assets

through partial integration in a variety of ways.  A firm with a good product but minimal marketing skills

might enter a venture with a firm that can provide such expertise._  Or, the development of new products

might require an array of very different skills; for example, firms with experience in payment systems

might enter ventures with firms with computer knowledge to develop a technology for authorizing

payments over the Internet.  Such synergies provide an especially important motivation for the formation of

international joint ventures.   A firm will often already have developed a product, but will still need the

input of a foreign firm to market it successfully in a foreign country as well as, perhaps, to adapt the

product to the needs of consumers there.  The term synergy is sometimes used very broadly to describe

anything beneficial resulting from cooperative activity.  We use it here solely to refer to those situations

where assets of firms (tangible or intangible) are of greater value in combination than alone.

Network Externalities

The term network can be used quite broadly to encompass a wide range of structures including airline route

systems, credit card systems, a firm’s “network” of suppliers, or a businesswoman’s “network” of

acquaintances.  As we noted above, however, network externalities exist only when the value of the

network increases more than proportionately when the size of the network, measured appropriately,

increases.  The prototypical example of network externalities is the telephone network.  As the number of

telephone subscribers increases, not only is the network’s value increased because new customers now have

telephone service, but(and this is the externality(the existing customers’ service is now more valuable

because there are more people they can call.

Just because many structures can be broadly characterized as networks does not necessarily imply that they



exhibit network externalities as economists have defined them._  These network externalities arise

specifically on the demand side and are conceptually distinct from production costs issues on the supply

side such as scale or scope economies, though they can have similar effects on industry structure._  It is

also important to note that just as economies of scale or scope can be exhausted at some level of firm size

or output diversity, so too can the magnitude of network externalities decrease as a network increases in

size and reach zero at some point.  Exhaustion of network externalities can result from congestion (a

problem that America On-Line users have recently experienced) or from managerial diseconomies of

running large, complex networks.  Similarly, where national coverage of a joint venture is valuable, say,

perhaps, in fast food franchising, network economies may be exhausted when such coverage is attained. 

The natural limits on network externalities together with product differentiation explain why multiple

networks can survive in the same industry.  Examples include payment cards (MasterCard and Visa are

joint ventures, and there are also two single firms, American Express and Discover), long-distance

telephone (three major carriers(AT&T, MCI, and Sprint(and many smaller ones), microcomputer operating

systems (Windows/MS-DOS, OS/2, MacOS), and newswire services (AP, Reuters). 

Scale/Scope Economies

For large projects, such as major research and development efforts or building network infrastructure, there

can be considerable economies from spreading fixed costs among a greater number of firms, and ultimately

consumers.  These cost savings to firms can also be efficient in a social sense because they represent gains

from a reduction in duplicative activity._  As with network externalities, scale economies can also be

exhausted by some point.  In addition, some firms will have difficulty attempting large or uncertain

investments because of capital constraints or risk aversion.  These problems are reduced in a joint venture. 

Joint venture formation will thus facilitate some endeavors designed to capture scale economies that might

not otherwise take place.

Roughly, economies of scope exist when the cost of producing two products within the same organization

is less than the total cost of producing the products in separate organizations.  Economies of scope can, for

example, result from purely technological reasons, such as one good being the by-product of the production

of another good, or from efficiencies in the joint marketing of two different goods for which consumers

have complementary demands, or from sharing production facilities that would otherwise be underutilized. 

Scope economies can turn into scope diseconomies as product lines become too broad to manage or market

effectively.

Disadvantages of Joint Ventures As a Business Organization

The efficiencies from partial integration do not, however, come easily to joint ventures.  They are relatively

fragile organizations.  One study found that only 50 percent of the alliances between large and small firms

in high technology survived four years._  Another estimates that 60 percent of alliances fail._

It is crucial for antitrust analysis to understand the difficulties that joint ventures face as a way to organize

business activity, because many of these problems do not exist or are less severe for fully integrated firms. 

Moreover, the solutions that joint ventures implement to deal with these obstacles are, by the very nature of

joint ventures, often rules or regulations that have to be written down and explicitly enforced.  To the extent

that single firms face similar problems, they resolve them internally and, generally, much less visibly.

There are two general categories of difficulties that joint ventures have as business organizations.  We

discuss first the incentive-based problems faced by joint ventures—how do firms cooperate when they have

different profit goals?  It is complicated both to agree on the goals of the joint venture and to solve inherent

externality problems; we describe these issues in the first two sections below.  But perhaps just as important

a problem, and a much less well-understood one (at least for economists and lawyers), is the difficulty of

managing a joint venture of firms accustomed to thinking of their partners as rivals—how do fierce

competitors learn to cooperate, at least partially?

Divergent Objectives



Even though a collection of firms may recognize that it is in their mutual interest to form a joint venture,

they are still independent entities with separate profit motives.  Suppose, for example, participants in a

research and development joint venture agree that there is the opportunity to develop a new technology, but

there are different potential forms of the technology.  If the members have different relative profit

opportunities depending on which form is developed, or even if they simply disagree about the relative

attractiveness of the available alternatives, there could be considerable difficulty in reaching a consensus. 

More generally, any joint venture is likely to have similar conflict over what goals to pursue.

Even when the joint venture’s objectives are easily defined, the partners may still disagree about how to

divide their financial contributions and how to apportion the resulting benefits.  The answers to these

questions depend on the beliefs of all participants regarding the relative and absolute gains for each

resulting from the venture.  These issues are difficult to resolve because there are likely to be legitimate

differences in firms’ beliefs as well as the inevitable bargaining among firms.  By contrast, these are issues

that do not exist for a single firm that has a unified profit objective.  The failure of Taligent to live up to its

founders’ expectations provides a good example of how different objectives and confusion about a

venture’s “mission” can spell disaster.  Taligent’s initial goal of developing a fully object-oriented

operating system (originally code-named “Pink” at Apple Computer) was scrapped in lieu of developing

applications tools for IBM’s AIX and OS/2 platforms, among others._  The joint venture ended up laying

off roughly half of its employees and was eventually absorbed by IBM.  Industry experts blamed much of

the problem on differing agendas._,_   One executive dealing with Taligent believed “[i]t continues to be a

problem for them that nobody—including those inside Taligent—can decide what Taligent should be.”_

Externalities

Joint venture members can take actions that have externalities.  That is, they can impose costs and benefits

on other members, for example, by increasing or decreasing the value of commonly owned joint venture

property.  The natural objective for the venture as a whole is to maximize the total value that all members

receive, and it will want to impose rules that deter an individual firm from free riding on joint investments

of all members for its individual gain.  Similarly, the venture will want to provide incentives for individual

members to enhance the venture’s assets beyond the point at which they individually benefit.  Again, these

are problems that do not arise to nearly the same extent for a single firm which, in principle, recognizes the

effects of business decisions on the firm as a whole._  For example, Visa U.S.A.—a joint venture of

banks— recently faced an antitrust action from one of its members which wanted to issue a Visa card that

would earn the cardholder points in an American Express rewards program._  Such a card would have

allowed American Express to use the Visa brand to build loyalty to its own brand and would have allowed

the Visa member to gain from letting American Express free ride on the collective efforts of Visa.  Visa

was successful in its defense of this case._

To take another example, consider a long-distance moving company joint venture comprised of

independent local agents who jointly advertise on a national basis and coordinate reservations and

shipments through a central office.  Suppose that this venture has developed its reputation through

successful advertising and from members providing good service.  An opportunistic firm might now decide

that it could profit by sacrificing the quality of its product, thereby lowering its costs but, of course,

harming the venture’s reputation.  This firm will suffer some direct loss to its own reputation perhaps, as

well as its share of the harm to the venture’s reputation, and it will take these factors into account.  What

this opportunistic firm will not consider, however, is the negative effect of the harm to the venture’s

reputation on the other joint venture members.  Because individual venture members can thus benefit from

actions that will harm the venture as a whole, it is therefore in the interest of the members collectively to

pass and enforce rules to prevent opportunistic behavior of this sort.

To minimize the effects of free riding, joint ventures can provide incentives for members to increase the

value of the joint venture even when they do not individually benefit.  They can also impose rules that

prohibit or penalize firms from engaging in actions that reduce the value of the joint venture. Using our

moving company example, suppose that local firms can receive referrals for jobs in other locations that they

do not service.  It is in the interest of the venture as a whole to have local firms seek out and pass on these

referrals to other member firms.  The venture might also impose regulations that require the referral to be



passed only to other member firms and perhaps to provide payments to encourage firms to solicit referrals. 

Joint ventures generally will attempt to identify sources of positive externalities and create incentives for

individual firms to realize them, just as they will take steps to deter actions with negative externalities.

Organizational Problems

In addition to externality problems, joint ventures face a range of unique organizational problems.  A joint

venture needs to provide for cooperation between firms that are otherwise aggressive competitors.  Within

the venture, these firms must cede some control over assets that are partly theirs to their rivals.  They must

find a way to develop some level of trust in each other and to overcome possibly antithetical corporate

cultures.  In addition, since joint ventures are typically effectively controlled by a small number of parties,

the approval of managerial decisions is invariably a more complex process than the typical oversight

procedures of a publicly and diversely owned corporation.  Joint ventures face internal political problems

that do not have exact counterparts in other organizational forms.

These organizational issues are best understood by specialists in organization and management and by joint

venture managers, not by outside economists.  Nevertheless, it is important for people who engage in

antitrust analysis to understand the nature of these problems and to recognize that joint ventures may

require some latitude to implement rules and practices that are designed to deal with them.  This is not to

say that antitrust policy should defer to all claims by a joint venture that its practices are necessary for

viability.  Rather, the courts and regulators should be careful about substituting their judgments for those

made by the people who are intimately involved in running the joint venture in question, especially when

the challenged practice is not likely to be an effective exercise of market power.

We now consider generally some of these organizational difficulties, noting that specific joint ventures will

often have additional venture-specific concerns.  First, by its very nature, a joint venture requires that all

parties give up some control over portions of their operations._  This is difficult enough for a firm to do, but

especially so if its new partners are its former, or even current, competitors.  To interact successfully these

firms must come to trust one another, a requirement that one source claims to be the “biggest stumbling

block to the success of alliances.”_  Frequently, distrust is the more natural response from firms who fear

their competitors are seeking to use the venture as a pretext for stealing their trade secrets, client contacts,

operating strategy, or other internal firm knowledge.  A firm therefore needs to be careful in choosing

partners with which it will likely be able to build up a level of trust._  A set of firms that feel they can work

together then needs to put an organizational structure in place that can foster trust._

Joint ventures often combine firms with very different corporate cultures, which can engender distrust as

well as simply make collaborations less productive because of differences in how problems and acceptable

processes and solutions are defined.  Clearly, when firms are from different countries, differences in

national cultures may well translate into differences in the manner in which firms conduct business._ 

However, even firms from the same country can have serious culture clashes.  For example, the Taligent

and Kaleida computer software development joint ventures_ attempted to integrate IBM’s conservative

corporate culture with Apple’s computer hacker mentality.  The difficulty of doing this is perhaps one of

the reasons for the failure of these ventures.  An alliance between the advertising agency Young & Rubicam

and the financial services firm PaineWebber failed because the agency’s focus on long-term relationships

clashed with PaineWebber’s emphasis on short-term deal making._

Finally, constructing a decision-making structure for a joint venture is far more complicated than for a

unitary firm._  The board of directors, or other ultimate decision-making entity, of a joint venture is

comprised of the venture members whose profits are very directly affected by the joint venture

management’s decisions.  Given a need to hold the venture together and to maintain trust, it is extremely

unlikely that management can implement any significant strategy that does not benefit all major venture

participants in the long run, even if that strategy might be highly profitable for the venture as a whole.  The

management of a unitary firm, on the other hand, simply has to satisfy its board of directors that its business

plan is good for the company in aggregate, even if particular divisions are harmed.

Summary



Joint ventures are a growing force in the economy.  Their increased prevalence reflects the emergence of

more opportunities better exploited through partial integration of firm operations than through either full

integration by merger or growth or, alternatively, use of interfirm, arms’ length contracts in which no actual

integration of management or production takes place.  The important point for what follows is that joint

ventures provide many opportunities for achieving efficiencies through partial integration, but that these

efficiencies are available from an organizational form that has inherent disadvantages relative to unitary

firms.  Successful joint ventures must develop management and organizational solutions for minimizing the

effects of these problems. These economic aspects of joint ventures should color any portrait of competition

by joint ventures.

Antitrust Treatment of Joint Ventures:  Three Principles

The antitrust treatment of joint ventures is sometimes tortured.  The courts and enforcement agencies not

infrequently attempt to apply case law concerning ad hoc agreements among unintegrated competitors to a

form of business organization that is usually a vehicle to facilitate innovation and increase competition. 

Plaintiffs frequently argue that specific, individual joint venture practices or rules are per se violations of

the antitrust laws because they amount to agreements among competitors to harmonize behavior or restrict

output.  Yet the joint venture participants would have faced no antitrust issue if they had merged into a

single firm and engaged in the same practices.

In recent years, the courts have become less likely to fall for this damnation through labeling, but evading

this trap commonly takes hard judicial work.  But one does not have to reach too far into the past to find

examples in which the label has made the case._  In Topco,_ the Court ruled that the territorial restriction

imposed on the sale of supermarket private label goods by an association of small and medium-sized

regional supermarket chains was per se illegal.  It reached this conclusion even though Topco was formed

to allow those chains the capacity to compete with larger supermarket chains that could efficiently produce

private label goods internally.  Moreover, the Topco member supermarket chains had only an average

market share of 6 percent in their respective regions.

After discussing the major antitrust issues that arise for joint ventures, this section presents three principles

that should guide the consideration of these issues.

Competitive Issues Raised by Joint Ventures

As discussed earlier, in this context as generally in antitrust, it is important to distinguish between the

structural and operational implications of joint venture practices.  Structural issues involve the boundaries

of the joint venture and the degree of integration that characterizes it.  Joint venture formation, policies for

admitting new members, and the nature and scope of the partial integration (the locus of cooperation)

involve structural issues.  Operational issues turn on the nature and scope of collective action by the

members of a joint venture.  Pricing and output policies and rules that affect the use of commonly owned

joint venture property involve operational issues. We examine competitive issues raised by joint ventures

using this familiar dichotomy, recognizing that there is an interplay between the two sets of issues.  It is, in

fact, a prerequisite of sound economic analysis that individual joint venture acts or practices be viewed in

the context of the venture as a whole, not treated as an isolated agreement between actual or potential

competitors.  We use issues raised by cases to motivate the discussion, but we do not intend to provide a

comprehensive review of the case law on joint ventures and horizontal restraints.

Structural Issues

With regard to structure, the courts have focused primarily on whether joint ventures have an

anticompetitive structure as a result of being overinclusive—integrating too much of the actual or potential

productive capacity of an industry either at the venture’s initial formation or over time through liberal

admission policies.  The concern is heightened for joint ventures that impose restraints on the ability of

members to compete individually in terms of price or output.  As a joint venture encompasses a larger share

of productive capacity and reduces the scope of competition among venture participants (in particular, by

setting price or output centrally), it becomes closer to a merger to monopoly.  The natural tools to examine



this issue (particularly at the time of a venture’s formation) are the same ones used to evaluate mergers,

modified to be more permissive toward ventures that do less to restrict competition among their members,

all else equal.

Agreements between actual competitors with market power are generally examined closely under the rule-

of-reason analysis._ The issue of whether the venture is overinclusive is especially compelling when, in the

absence of the joint venture, the member firms are already in the market.  If members of a joint venture

effectively cease competing with each other along an important dimension in a relevant market, the courts

should logically treat the joint venture’s formation under the same standards as a merger joining together

the firms’ activities in that market:  will the formation of the joint venture result in a significant increase in

price to consumers in the relevant market?_  The permissible scope of a newly formed joint venture should

be larger the less competition is eliminated through the formation and the greater the countervailing

efficiencies resulting from the formation.  For example, the joint venture between General Motors and

Toyota was not viewed as anticompetitive in part because the joint venture faces substantial competition

from nonparticipants and because the joint venture resulted in a partial integration that focused on a narrow

product line.

In many situations, a joint venture is formed precisely to develop or market a new product for which a

market does not currently exist.  The use of potential competition theories from merger analysis is natural

here._  In Penn-Olin,_ for instance, the Court addressed this issue by asking whether the venture members

were potential competitors in the same market that the joint venture was formed to enter and whether, if

only one firm entered, the other firm would have remained a potential entrant.

A related issue is how the formation of an open joint venture should be viewed.  Such a venture stands

ready, at least for a time, to accept all applications for membership from some class of firms, whereas

closed joint ventures, which are more common, have no provision for admission of firms beyond those that

were present at the creation.  Consider an open joint venture that poses no issue of overinclusiveness at its

formation but might present such an issue if it took in all potential members.  The antitrust authorities could

consider evaluating the probable anticompetitive effects of the joint venture at the outset, or they could wait

to see how the joint venture evolves and intervene only when and if the joint venture actually becomes

overinclusive.  The preferred approach in practice would depend on how quickly the joint venture is likely

to expand, and how confident the antitrust authorities are in their ability to predict long-term market effects

at the formation stage.  If the expansion is likely to be rapid, early intervention is preferable. If the

expansion is likely to be slow, there is no loss in evaluating joint venture expansion just like growth

through merger:  the antitrust authorities intervene only if and when additional integration results in the

acquisition of significant market power.

It is conceivable that joint ventures could have an anticompetitive structure as a result of being

underinclusive.  For example, suppose most of the firms in an industry form a venture to develop a standard

for the next generation product. In doing so, they exclude a potentially significant number of potential

entrants from the venture and from access to technical specifications necessary for a firm to develop the

new product.  This restriction, in and of itself, has the anticompetitive potential of excluding output from

the market.  In practice, however, claims of anticompetitive denial of access to a joint venture (commonly

characterized as a collusive refusal to deal) typically come after the venture has made investments, borne

risks, become successful, and set membership rules.  There are then many more reasons to believe that the

venture has legitimate procompetitive reasons for its rules and any resultant exclusion.  Certainly a refusal

of an efficiency-enhancing joint venture to admit new members is economically quite distinct from a refusal

by a group of unintegrated but colluding competitors to deal with a prospective customer.  We discuss this

issue in more detail in the section on other horizontal restraints.

Operational Issues

The simplest anticompetitive concern raised by collaboration between competitors is that they will engage

in collective behavior that does no more than provide a pretext for fixing prices or output.  We start by

noting that attempts to use a joint venture as a cover for pure price fixing is per se illegal and should be

relatively easy to identify.  A cartel by any other name is still a cartel.  Aside from such naked restraints,



there remains the anticompetitive concern that joint ventures will unnecessarily restrict price competition or

allocate territories or customers among venture members for ostensibly efficiency-enhancing reasons. 

These restraints, in and of themselves, will in all likelihood have some adverse effect on competition,

though the effect will generally be smaller the less inclusive the venture.

As we described above, the Court in Topco applied the per se rule to the territorial restraints imposed by the

joint venture._  The majority declined to consider the potential procompetitive reasons for the restraints

discussed in Chief Justice Burger’s dissent._ Although a number of recent decisions have suggested that

joint venture restraints will ordinarily be analyzed under the rule of reason,_ the Court has recently cited

Topco favorably for the proposition that territorial restrictions between competitors to minimize

competition are per se illegal._

In BMI,_ though the Court recognized that the sale of blanket licenses was price fixing in a literal sense, it

declined to apply the per se rule, instead using a rule-of-reason analysis.  The Court noted that the blanket

license agreement created substantial efficiencies by obviating the need for thousands of negotiations

between a licensee wanting to perform compositions and the individual copyright holders.  In NCAA,_ the

Court recognized that some horizontal restriction would be necessary to provide intercollegiate football as a

product and that a rule-of-reason analysis was appropriate.  The Court found that the particular practices in

question, an NCAA television plan that included price and output restrictions on the televised broadcast of

college football, were not necessary for the creation of a new product as in BMI nor did they produce other

procompetitive efficiencies.

In both Chicago Bulls I_ and Chicago Bulls II_ the restrictions placed by the National Basketball

Association (NBA) on the number of superstation (national cable station) broadcasts sold by individual

teams were at issue.  In Chicago Bulls I, the NBA argued that these restrictions were needed to prevent free

riding by individual teams who were, in essence, selling a product which the entire league had collectively

developed. The court dismissed the free-riding argument based on the fact that the NBA could charge teams

for such broadcasts._  The court thus did not consider the possibility that it might be more efficient for the

NBA to prohibit free riding than to attempt to calculate the cost of each ride.  In Chicago Bulls II, the court

found that there was the possibility that the NBA would be considered a single firm in the context of its

television contract negotiations, thus eliminating liability under Section 1 of the Sherman Act._  The court

left the issue for remand but indicated that it would depend on the degree of economic integration of the

NBA’s member teams with respect to the business practice in question.

Not all joint venture restrictions, however, have been adjudicated under the rule of reason.  In Maricopa,_

the Court struck down the maximum price-fixing arrangement of a society of medical practitioners as per se

illegal.  The Court stated that the “claims of enhanced competition are so unlikely to prove significant in

any particular case that we adhere to the rule of law that is justified in the general application.”_  It also

went on to argue that the efficiency claims of the society could have been achieved in less restrictive ways,

although presumably this was not relevant to the decision since the Court considered the case under the per

se rule.  Three of the seven justices deciding the case dissented,_ arguing the inappropriateness of the per se

rule to an economic situation that was relatively unfamiliar to the Court, and argued for consideration of the

potential efficiencies of the arrangement.

Information sharing may raise anticompetitive concerns related to pricing/output restrictions.  On the one

hand, the exchange of information might facilitate collusion.  On the other hand, the exchange might appear

to be necessary for the otherwise legitimate operation of a joint venture or simply result innocuously from

the ongoing contact that management of competing firms have through the joint venture.  In Gypsum,_ the

Court plainly stated that “we have held that . . . exchanges of information do not constitute a per se

violation of the Sherman Act[.]”_  And exchanges of summarized price and cost information in competitive

industries are generally permitted, while exchanges of detailed information in oligopolistic industries are

viewed less favorably when they are related to price-fixing issues._

It is in theory possible that the closer relationships formed among firms as a result of joint activity could

assist them in forming and maintaining a secret collusive arrangement.  We must remember, however, that

familiarity and trust are also fundamental to successful, procompetitive operation of a joint venture.  And



given the considerable number of productive collaborations between firms and the infrequent incidence of

secret price-fixing arrangements related thereto, there is little empirical reason to be suspicious of joint

ventures as a vehicle for facilitating explicit collusion.  In addition, outright instances of collusion are also

subject to criminal prosecution that provides an additional disincentive.

Structural and Operational Rules

Joint ventures obviously need rules to operate and to solve the free riding and other organizational problems

discussed earlier.  Nevertheless, a general anticompetitive concern is that joint ventures can use the

collective power of their members to impose rules that profit members and harm competition.  These rules

may have structural or operational consequences, or both.  Thus, for instance, a rule might make

membership or continued membership conditional on following a certain operational policy.  In such a case,

it is often appropriate to analyze both the structural (who is likely excluded, and what are the competitive

and efficiency effects?) and operational (how will venture members’ behavior likely change, and what are

the competitive effects?) aspects of the rule.  Similarly, an operational change that has the effect of sharply

reducing competition among a joint venture’s members might have economic effects indistinguishable from

(or at least very closely related to) those of a merger among those members. In this case, it is natural from

an economic perspective to use the tools of merger analysis to evaluate the change.

One structural rule that a joint venture could impose on its members is, for example, that they can only sell

the joint venture’s products and not those of competing enterprises.  Just as a single firm might wish its

distributors to remain exclusive, a joint venture might choose such a rule to provide incentives for its

members to develop and promote its products.  As we discussed above, one of the problems faced by joint

ventures is a divergence of interests among its members.  An exclusive dealing rule helps to unify

members’ goals.  The anticompetitive concern, as with single firms, is that the exclusion of access of other

producers to the joint venture members (or distributors) in some way limits those producers’ ability to

compete.

In Rothery,_ the disputed business practice was a policy of Atlas Van Lines, a long-distance moving

company joint venture composed of affiliated agents, to terminate the contract of any agent which did not

transfer its independent long-distance operations (as opposed to its Atlas operations) to a separate and

distinct company.  Judge Bork, writing for the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, found persuasive Atlas’

argument that this policy was necessary in order to prevent the agent company from using Atlas’

equipment, training and reputation to benefit the agent’s independent operations.  Moreover, there was no

evidence that this policy would adversely affect competition in the marketplace.  Rothery is important for

its recognition that a joint operation often needs to have rules to prevent members from free riding on joint

investments.

Joint ventures sometimes impose other horizontal restraints on their members.  For example, joint ventures

are likely to have operational rules that ensure that consumers receive quality service, or provide for the

stability and functioning of the venture.  In Indiana Dentists,_ a federation of dentists sought pledges from

members not to submit dental X-rays to insurance companies for use in claims evaluations.  Rather than

invoking per se illegality under a group boycott theory, the Court chose to apply an abbreviated rule-of-

reason analysis._ The Court made a questionable finding of market power and ruled against the federation

because it found no credible evidence of procompetitive effects.

Joint ventures also pass rules to enable the organization to function and monitor itself efficiently. In Realty

Multi-List,_ a group of real estate brokers operated Realty Multi-List (RML), a service through which

members shared and disseminated their real estate listings.  RML’s membership regulations included,

among others, a requirement that members be open during “customary hours of business.”_  RML argued

that this requirement was important to:  (1) insure that members would likely be in a position to contribute

listings; and (2) be available to conduct negotiations and service the listings they furnish._  The court found,

under a rule-of-reason analysis, that while RML might have a need to require that members be active real

estate brokers, the requirement of maintaining “customary hours” was too broad and could serve to exclude

part-time or small agents who could not fulfill the requirement._

In Northwest Stationers,_ Northwest Wholesale Stationers, a purchasing cooperative, argued that it expelled



a member for failure to notify the cooperative of a change in the member’s ownership structure._  The

Court declined to apply the per se rule, instead noting that “[w]holesale purchasing cooperatives must

establish and enforce reasonable rules in order to function effectively.”_  The Court believed that in order to

prevail, the expelled member needed to make a showing that the cooperative possessed market power or

unique access to a business element necessary for effective competition, and stated that “[t]he act of

expulsion from a wholesale cooperative does not necessarily imply anticompetitive animus so as to raise a

probability of anticompetitive effect.”_  This stress on effects seems critical to sound analysis of the

behavior of productive joint ventures.

Guiding Principles

The preceding discussion illustrates the diversity of antitrust issues historically and potentially raised by

joint venture practices.  We now provide a framework for dealing with these practices.  While economists

are always tempted to come up with a universal theorem, and lawyers an absolutely clear rule, we have not

found any policy prescription that deserves either appellation.  Instead, we advance and elaborate three

principles, rooted in economic analysis, that could guide sound antitrust analysis of joint ventures under the

structured rule-of-reason analysis previously described by Schmalensee._ We discuss these principles

below.

Joint Ventures Should Not Be Placed At a Competitive Disadvantage Relative To Integrated Firms

Our first principle is that antitrust policy should not bias the selection of a form of business organization by

entrepreneurs and investors.  They should have the proper incentives to choose the most efficient

organizational form, whether that is a single firm that expands through internal growth, the combination of

firms through merger, an open joint venture, a closed joint venture, or some other form. Joint ventures

should not be favored or disfavored per se.  Policy should favor ventures (and venture behavior) likely to

benefit consumers and disfavor those likely to have the opposite effect.  This principle is especially

important because, as we discussed earlier, joint ventures (and joint venture policies) are heterogeneous in

effect, at least in principle, and the joint venture form is fragile to begin with.

As a matter of economics, there would be a general case for handicapping the joint venture form across the

board only if, on average, discouraging joint ventures of all sorts would clearly make consumers better off

than the alternative policy of evaluating the structure and operations of joint ventures with the same

standards used to evaluate unitary firms.  We are unaware of any evidence that, as a general matter, joint

ventures are more likely to result in net consumer harm than alternative forms of enterprise organization. 

Many joint ventures clearly have no anticompetitive effects, and most joint ventures appear to be

efficiency-enhancing integrations.  Many joint ventures are formed to effect market entry or to develop new

goods and services, and in at least some of these cases discouraging the joint venture form would be

tantamount to discouraging entry and innovation.  While it is difficult for us to see why this principle

should be controversial, the discussion below will reveal that it is violated by a number of proposed policies

toward joint ventures.

An immediate corollary of this principle is that antitrust policy should not place existing joint ventures at a

competitive disadvantage relative to integrated firms, unless there is a reason to believe that the joint

venture form is merely a means for evading the antitrust laws.  It then follows that, as elsewhere in antitrust

policy, the first step in any inquiry that does not involve a naked restraint of trade (and almost no policies

pursued in connection with a productive joint venture can be so characterized without analysis) must be to

analyze competitive effects.  A merger that does not pose competitive risks does not require an efficiency

defense; neither does a small unitary firm’s choice of price policy or product line.  Antitrust policy that

places joint ventures at a competitive disadvantage would artificially reduce the incentives of entrepreneurs

and investors to choose this organizational form in the first place.  We describe below the disincentives for

joint activity that likely resulted from the Sealy_ and Topco decisions.

We begin by explaining the importance of ex ante incentives, then discuss some economic considerations in

the choice of organizational form, and finally explore the effects of antitrust policy on the choice of

organizational form.



Incentives for Investment and Innovation

It is very easy to underestimate the risks faced by entrepreneurs in the creation of new products and

industries.  We all tend to forget that matters that now appear obvious were hardly evident at the time

decisions had to be made and money had to be put on the table.  When we evaluate a successful industry,

we tend to forget the failures, bankrupt entrepreneurs and stillborn industries that dot economic history.  We

marvel at winners such as Microsoft in computer software, MCI in long-distance telecommunications and

the Ford Taurus in auto sales.  But we quickly forget the losers like VisiCalc that had the first spreadsheet

software, Datran that lost more than $200 million in an unsuccessful long-distance telephone venture, and

Ford that had high hopes for the Edsel as well as the Taurus.  In fact, the odds of commercial success are

generally long, especially for highly innovative enterprises.  Failure rates for startup businesses—whether

they are single firms or joint ventures—are substantial._

Investors and entrepreneurs have to expect substantial payoffs from the win to justify placing bets against

these odds.  Generally, public policy recognizes that businesses should be able to charge high prices and

realize ex post supracompetitive rates of returns_ because these prices and returns are necessary to induce

investment and innovation in the first instance.  Intellectual property laws protect property rights in patents,

trademarks and copyrights, and help inventors earn high returns on this property._  Strong intellectual

property laws have helped U.S. companies achieve a high rate of innovation and technical progress._

As with all laws and regulations, the antitrust laws have feedback effects on the long-run incentives to

invest and innovate.  These laws impose, in effect, a heightened level of scrutiny on the business practices

of firms that, through their success, have acquired market power._  While this heightened level of scrutiny

is a potential tax on success, it seems generally accepted that this tax, at its current level, is well worth

paying to prevent welfare-reducing anticompetitive behavior.  As with all taxes, however, we would like to

reduce the distortionary effect of the “antitrust tax” on efficient economic behavior.  In applying the

antitrust laws, it is important to consider not only the short-run effects on consumer welfare of condemning

certain practices but also the long-run effects on consumer welfare resulting from the preservation of

incentives to invest and innovate—what Areeda has referred to as the need to consider the general “macro

level” implications of antitrust policy._

Choice of Organizational Form

Given the risks inherent in any new venture, we would expect that entrepreneurs would consider the ability

of alternative organizational forms to enable them to maximize their returns from their investment and

innovation.  Therefore, the antitrust treatment of joint ventures relative to other alternative forms of

organization could affect entrepreneurial choices of organizational form.  In evaluating any antitrust rule

towards joint ventures, we need to ask how the ex post implementation of that rule will affect the ex ante

incentives of entrepreneurs to choose the joint venture organizational form and whether those ex ante

incentives will increase long-run consumer welfare.

As we mentioned earlier, joint ventures are not robust organizations compared to single firms.  Multiple

ownership leads to political decision making which can produce suboptimal investment decisions._ 

Without effective rules, joint venture participants can impose negative externalities on each other and can

free ride on the efforts of other participants.  Principle-agent problems are more severe than in single firms. 

The vehicle itself is more fragile: changes in the business interests of joint venture partners can suddenly

end alliances and reduce the returns of one or both members, possibly compromising long-term strategic

objectives as well._

Given these problems, it is a wonder that any business would want to participate in a joint venture. 

Businesses do so because under some conditions, for some sets of firms, the joint venture form provides

sufficient advantages over alternative forms of organization.  As we discussed earlier, joint ventures can

help participants realize network economies as well as traditional scale and scope economies that would not

be available to a single firm.  At the same time, joint ventures may avoid diseconomies of scale and scope

that would arise from full merger of large corporations with operations in many industries.

The Effect of Ex Post Interventions on Ex Ante Incentives



The judicial treatment of particular joint venture actions under the antitrust laws has a feedback effect on

the formation of joint ventures in the first place.   To the extent that the courts  condemn certain types of

joint venture practices, the expected cost to actual or prospective joint ventures of adopting those

practices—or practices that could be construed as similar—would increase.  Furthermore, to the extent that

such practices help joint ventures achieve certain efficiencies, the value of the joint venture form of

organization would decline relative to alternative forms of organization.  At the margin, entrepreneurs

would either choose not to pursue certain endeavors for which joint ventures are the only organizational

form that provides the return necessary for the investment and risks borne by the entrepreneur, or they

would choose an alternative approach.

The Topco and Sealy cases provide a good example of this feedback effect.  The horizontal restrictions at

issue in both cases included territorial restrictions on competition among members.  The efficiency

justification for those restrictions was that they provided incentives for members to promote their products

by assuring members of most of the benefits of their local marketing efforts.  As mentioned above, the

territorial restrictions were struck down as per se violations by the Supreme Court.  In the aftermath, a Final

Judgment_ was entered in the Topco case which stated that there were no explicit prohibitions against the

assignment of “territories of primary responsibility” or methods for compensating members for goodwill

created in those territories.

There is, of course, no assurance that the practices permitted by the courts would have allowed these types

of ventures to solve their incentive problems as efficiently as with exclusive territories.  Sealy did, in fact,

implement both primary territories and a compensation scheme for promotional efforts.  It later found itself

liable in a different case, however, for over $10 million in trebled antitrust damages._  And while the Final

Judgment in Topco certainly included a warning that such practices were not exempt from antitrust

scrutiny, the long-run implications of these cases clearly made it difficult for these types of joint ventures to

function effectively.

Joint Ventures Should Be Given Latitude to Deal with Inherent Management Problems

Our second principle is that antitrust policy should recognize that joint ventures face different

organizational and management problems than single firms and will therefore adopt various rules and

policies to deal with these problems.  These solutions may result in the exclusion of firms, the expulsion of

members, and various kinds of interfirm coordination.  Moreover, even though some organizational and

management problems that joint ventures face are similar to those of single firms, joint ventures’ responses

to these problems may appear different even though they are not.  The solutions may appear to be different

simply because the joint venture form requires explicit adoption of a rule or policy, while a single firm can

handle the problems involved without visible effort.  For example, a payment system operated by a joint

venture of banks needs to determine the settlement terms for transactions in which the merchant’s

(acquirer’s) and consumer’s (issuer’s) banks are different.  In order to eliminate hundreds of thousands of

costly individual negotiations over the settlement terms (including interchange fees) of those transactions,_

the system needs to set those terms centrally.  In a payment system owned by a single firm, on the other

hand, an interchange payment would correspond to some sort of internal transfer, and the firm knows that

every transaction will be settled because it controls both ends of the transaction.  Under these conditions,

there is no particular reason to expect to see any arrangement corresponding to the joint venture’s

interchange fee.

We reiterate here the main types of organizational problems encountered by joint ventures.  But it is

important to recognize that the actual issues facing any joint venture are often particular to its

circumstances and depend on the industry in question, the joint venture’s goals, the joint venture’s

structure, the personal dynamics of the venture members, and many other factors.  We should therefore be

careful about questioning whether particular practices chosen by joint ventures are necessary or reasonably

necessary.  It is sometimes too easy for outsiders to hypothesize about alternative, less anticompetitive

means of solving a particular organizational or incentive problem.  It is a quite different matter to actually

show that a hypothetical solution that may sound good in theory will work well in practice.  Actual joint

venture practices, on the other hand, have the appeal of having been designed by the people who actually

run businesses, as well as having generally proven their effectiveness in the real world.



Organizational Cohesiveness

As we discussed above in explaining the disadvantages of joint ventures as business organizations, it is

simply very difficult for competitors to work together.  We would expect joint venture members to be

careful in choosing partners with which they are likely to be able to develop an effective relationship. 

Firms that currently distrust each other will find it very difficult to develop a level of trust.  Joint venture

members will also want to consider whether the business benefits brought by prospective members

outweigh the costs that they impose on the other members.  For all of these reasons, joint ventures need to

exercise caution in their membership decisions and, accordingly, courts should keep these concerns in

mind.

Negative Externalities

A firm in a joint venture is interested only in maximizing its individual profits.  If it is not constrained from

increasing its own profits at the expense of other venture members, it will generally do so.  This type of

opportunistic behavior is clearly detrimental to the success of the venture as a whole.  In Rothery,_ for

example, the joint venture imposed rules to prevent members from using the joint venture’s property to

benefit individual members’ independent operations.  Generally, a joint venture that encounters, or is likely

to encounter, these problems will consider rules or procedures that limit opportunism and allow the joint

venture to function effectively.  While these rules are horizontal restrictions on members’ competitive

behavior, in the context of a productive joint venture, they can have strongly procompetitive effects.  In

addition, all else equal, venture members will also attempt to choose members who are less likely to create

these problems, either currently or in the future.

Positive Externalities

A joint venture also needs to encourage member actions that result in positive externalities for the venture

as a whole.  Since a member firm cares only about its own success, it will not have the appropriate

incentives to undertake investments where the benefits flow predominately to other firms, either because of

network externality effects or because the benefits are not sufficiently appropriable.  In Sealy,_ for

example, one of the efficiency justifications for the imposition of exclusive territories was to provide

incentives for the local mattress manufacturers to promote the product in their own regions.  Allowing

multiple firms to sell the Sealy mattresses in the same region would diminish the incentives of any

individual firm to actively promote Sealy mattresses since many of the benefits would flow to the other

firms.  A joint venture, therefore, will attempt to provide rewards for individual members’ actions that

benefit the entire venture or to limit the appropriation of an individual member’s investments.

Coordination

The joint venture structure is inherently a more cumbersome form of organization than a single firm. 

Decision making is more complicated because the ultimate authority rests with member firms which have

very distinct and potentially divergent interests. Joint venture policies, therefore, particularly those that rise

to the strategic level, are inherently less flexible than those of unitary firms.  Moreover, when there is the

need for interactions among member firms, as in payment card systems or in administration and funding of

an ongoing research venture, mechanisms and rules will be needed to structure those interactions that will

generally have no counterparts within single firms.  The implication is not that we should pity joint

ventures, but rather that we should understand that they will need to find business solutions to their

particular problems, and that joint ventures will necessarily operate differently from single firms that do not

face these problems or that solve them internally.

Joint Ventures Should Not Provide a Vehicle for Circumventing Antitrust Policy Towards Single Firms and

Groups of Competitors

Our third principle is that joint ventures should not provide an organizational ruse for evading the antitrust

laws:  antitrust policy should not ignore anticompetitive problems posed by particular joint ventures.  Joint

ventures provide an institution through which competitors meet and agree on matters of mutual interest. 



Like trade associations and meetings in smoky hotel rooms, a joint venture can provide a vehicle for

consumer harm.  Antitrust laws should prevent joint ventures from engaging in anticompetitive activity that

would have been prohibited if the entrepreneurs and investors in the joint venture had chosen some other

organizational form. The less competition remains between venture members, the more danger posed by

overinclusive membership.  Conversely, the more inclusive a joint venture’s membership, the greater the

potential consumer harm from rules or policies that limit intra-venture competition.

Merger to Monopoly

Consider the case in which there is an industry consisting of a number of competing firms.  A merger of

some subset of those firms would not be permitted under the antitrust laws if the merged entity could raise

prices or reduce output significantly and if there are no offsetting efficiency benefits._  To take an extreme

case, where the sole purpose of a merger would be to raise prices and stifle competition, we would clearly

not allow the same set of firms to achieve the same result through a closely integrated joint venture.

Consider the following example.  Cable television systems often have local exclusive franchises.  Suppose

that all cable system owners formed a joint venture cooperative to purchase and provide programming

services to their systems.  This joint venture would have some market power (i.e., some monopsony power)

in the market for television programming even though the joint venture members do not compete with each

other.  If the gain in market power were sufficiently significant(a determination that depends on the relevant

market and the importance of cable programming within that market, we would probably condemn a

merger of these cable television stations for that reason, and we would not allow these stations to achieve

the same result through a joint venture.

Nonetheless, there are differences between a joint venture of firms and a merger of the same firms that the

antitrust inquiry should consider.  First, the joint venture may provide different efficiencies than a merger. 

At one extreme, if the joint venture partners do not consolidate production facilities, they may not realize

some economies that a true merger would.  At the other extreme, the joint venture partners may realize

network economies from joint production without being saddled with diseconomies resulting from merging

unrelated operations.  Second, the joint venture may adopt rules that reduce, or eliminate the possibility of,

increases in price or reductions in output.  The joint venture may engage in joint production without

necessarily engaging in joint pricing, for instance.  In that case, the efficiency benefits should be

determinative.

Price Fixing

We would also quickly condemn a joint venture that was formed primarily for the purpose of fixing prices. 

Unfortunately, it is somewhat more difficult as an economic matter to be certain that condemning a

productive joint venture for price fixing serves consumers’ interests than it is to applaud condemnation of

price fixing by a group of wholly separate firms.  Joint ventures may fix prices for the same reasons that

single firms fix prices—to make as much money as possible.  They may also fix prices because collective

price determination is necessary for the joint venture to provide a useful good or service._  Or, a joint

venture attempting to create a new market, or survive in a declining market, may simply not be viable

unless it makes as much money as possible.

To analyze price fixing by a joint venture it is therefore necessary to take several factors into

account.  Certain joint ventures should not be allowed to form unless the participants agree not to fix prices. 

For example, there are situations in which the antitrust authorities properly would not allow a merger of the

joint venture partners for the purpose of producing the joint venture product because the merger would

consolidate too much existing or potential capacity.  However, they may permit the joint venture to form to

realize certain efficiencies, but only under the stipulation that the joint venture partners sell the joint venture

product separately and compete on price and other dimensions.  In this case, price fixing is prohibited at the

beginning of the joint venture and, absent a change in circumstances, that prohibition should continue.

Consider now the formation of a joint venture to develop and produce a new product.  The joint

venture is formed at an early stage in the evolution of the industry and will potentially compete with other

joint ventures and single firms.  Under these conditions, in the absence of entry barriers that would



appreciably limit later competition, there is no economic basis for blocking the formation of the joint

venture or imposing any constraints on its decision making.  The joint venture partners should be able, for

instance, to decide freely between having the joint venture sell the product at a price determined by the joint

venture (a choice that would not be viewed as price fixing), or having each joint venture partner sell the

product at a price determined by the joint venture (a choice that could be viewed as price fixing).

The problem gets somewhat more complicated if the joint venture grows and changes its rules on

price fixing after it has become big.  If a joint venture has been allowed to grow big, in part, because its

members do not fix prices, then a subsequent decision to fix prices should trigger an inquiry.  Generally, we

would view price fixing in these circumstances as a naked restraint on trade that should be condemned. 

However, there may be circumstances under which changes in industry conditions require price fixing for

the continued survival of the joint venture.

Essential Facilities

One can also imagine extreme circumstances in which firms form a joint venture to develop or purchase an

input that is essential for competitors in the output market.  For example, suppose that in 1935 all major

U.S. airlines had formed a joint venture that developed and operated airports in all major cities.  Suppose

that the states had agreed not to allow any other airports to be built within a 100-mile radius of any of the

joint venture’s airports.  This venture would then control all of the landing slots at all major airports. 

Through its control of landing slots, it could prevent any other airlines from providing service to any major

U.S. city. That would effectively block further entry into the airline industry.  We would certainly condemn

at least the “no competing airport” clause of this joint venture—unless this clause was essential to induce

the risky investment in airports—and we might require the joint venture members to make landing slots

available to competing, non-member airlines.

One can also imagine other circumstances in which a joint venture has created a very important input as a

result of risky investment.  To take our airline example, consider the following scenario.  There is little

investment in airport capacity because no one airline can undertake the risky investment, because

entrepreneurs outside the airline industry do not believe that this investment would pay off, and because

local governments do not see the future in air travel either.  The airlines realize that the only way to start the

industry is to collaborate on the development of the necessary infrastructure.  While they are willing to

undertake the risks because of their beliefs in the future of air travel, they must be able to capture the entire

fruits of their success through their monopoly ownership of landing slots.  If this could be established, we

should be quite reluctant after the industry had developed to force the airlines to make their landing slots

available to airlines that had not invested in the venture.

Antitrust Treatment of Joint Ventures:  Rule-of-Reason Analysis

The previous section has argued that the antitrust treatment of joint ventures should consider three major

principles that we summarize here for convenience:

As a general matter, antitrust policy should neither encourage nor discourage firms from choosing the joint

venture form of organization over other forms.  Therefore, antitrust policy should not artificially place joint

ventures at a competitive disadvantage relative to other organizational forms, since that would discourage

entrepreneurs from choosing this form in the first place.

Antitrust policy should recognize that joint ventures face different management and coordination problems

than other organizational forms and must engage in various business practices to deal with those problems.

Many of these practices necessarily involve interfirm coordination and restrictions on members’ conduct.

Antitrust policy should prevent a joint venture at the formation stage and during its operation from being

used to circumvent antitrust laws that would have prevented equally or more efficient forms of organization

from raising price or restricting output. 

In this section, we apply these principles to the structured rule-of-reason analysis put forward in earlier

work by Schmalensee and focus that analysis on rules adopted by joint ventures._  In sketching the result, it



is important to make a distinction between structural and operational rules, just as the antitrust law deals

differently with structural problems and behavioral transgressions.

Does the structural or operational rule raise price or reduce output or otherwise harm consumers

significantly?  If no, it is legal, because regardless of intent or efficiencies it can do no harm. Note that a

“rule” in this context could be the list of a venture’s original participants, the set of products with which it

is concerned, its rules (or lack thereof) for admitting new members, its policy of collective determination of

price or advertising budgets, or essentially the result of any collective decision.  If yes, we move to Step 2. 

The complainer—the antitrust authorities or a private plaintiff—should bear the burden of proof of showing

adverse market effects.

Does the structural or operational rule contribute to the production of important static or dynamic

economies that could not readily be achieved by an obvious practical alternative arrangement that does not

pose the risk of significant consumer harm? If no, it is illegal, since it has no countervailing benefits to

offset the consumer harm identified in Step 1.  If yes, we move to Step 3. The joint venture should bear the

burden of establishing a plausible efficiency justification and the complainer should bear the burden of

showing that this efficiency justification is pretextual.

Having reached this step, the finder of fact must balance anticompetitive costs against economic benefits, as

both have, by hypothesis, been detected.  To avoid arbitrarily favoring or penalizing the joint venture form,

this analysis should be informed by the legal standards that affect single-firm conduct:

In the case of structural issues, joint ventures should be compelled to expel or add members only under

exceptional circumstances, corresponding to the circumstances under which a single firm would be broken

up in a monopolization case or treated as an essential facility and forced to share its property. 

In the case of operational issues, application of the standards governing single firms must be tempered by a

recognition of the difficulties of collective decision making in a joint venture and of the even greater

difficulties those not experienced in the business encounter when trying to devise workable, “less restrictive

alternative” modes of operation.

The complainer should bear the ultimate burden of showing that there is consumer harm and that the

countervailing efficiencies shown by the joint venture do not outweigh this consumer harm.

The remainder of this section has four parts.  Part A describes the framework of our rule-of-reason analysis

in more detail. Part B explains its implementation of specific components of the analysis.  Part C discusses

the safe harbors that result from analysis.  And Part D applies our rule-of-reason analysis to particular

examples.

Introduction 

The rule-of-reason analysis outlined above incorporates two screens:  one for consumer harm and the other

for efficiencies.  These screens economize on judicial resources, reduce the uncertainty of outcomes, and

reduce the uncertainty that firms face in doing business._  The first screen is whether the practice has any

plausible anticompetitive effect—is there any reason to believe that consumers are harmed as a result of

higher prices, lower output, poor quality, or less innovation?  If the answer to that question is no, the

investigation should go no further.  This screen may seem entirely conventional.  But it is important in joint

venture analysis because there is still a temptation in some quarters to treat various joint venture practices

as horizontal restraints of trade that are per se illegal, ignoring the key fact that those practices are often

merely parts of the web of agreements that constitute an efficient enterprise and, thus, cannot sensibly be

analyzed in isolation.

In fact, Step 1 of our analysis provides an absolute safe harbor for certain joint venture rules: (a) the

formation or expansion of any productive joint venture, regardless of the extent to which it would limit

intra-venture competition, that would consist of firms that would be permitted to merge into a single firm is

legal; and (b) any joint venture operational rule or practice that does not have significant anticompetitive

consequences (collusive or exclusionary) is legal.  Note that a joint venture consisting of firms that could



not legally merge might nonetheless be allowed to form under our rule if the scope of its integration were

sufficiently limited.  Thus, for instance, the leading U.S. auto companies have been encouraged to

coordinate some of their research and development activity under the Partnership for a New Generation of

Vehicles, even though a merger uniting them would not likely pass legal muster.  There is symmetry here: 

under (b), any rule or policy adopted by a joint venture, the members of which could legally merge, would

be legal in the absence of important exclusionary effects(of the sort that would be challenged under Section

2 of the Sherman Act if engaged in by the hypothetical merged firm.

There are two basic, related reasons for beginning with effects rather than with efficiencies.  First, this

sequence is followed in all applications of antitrust policy to single firms or groups of firms.  A merger will

survive challenge if it can be shown to pose no risk of raising prices to consumers:  efficiencies need not be

demonstrated unless potential harm is found._  Similarly, even a firm that can be characterized as dominant

in some market need do no more to avoid a verdict of monopolization than to show its conduct had no

adverse market effects.  The only reason to proceed in a different order to evaluate joint venture conduct

would be a desire to burden all such enterprises across the board by raising their litigation costs and legal

risks.  As noted above, we simply do not believe that such broad antipathy has any basis in economic theory

or empirical experience.

Second, the reason why antitrust policy generally begins with effects rather than with efficiencies is simple:

we have well-established methods for analyzing competitive effects of mergers and of business practices in

a range of industries, while evaluation of efficiencies tends to be more difficult and to require more

industry-specific expertise.  The discussion above implies that this asymmetry is, if anything, more

pronounced in cases involving joint ventures.  It is very simple to come up with examples of innocent

collective actions for which it would be impossible to prove efficiencies rigorously: consider picking a logo

or deciding how frequently members’ trucks must be painted.  If joint ventures are not to be arbitrarily

disadvantaged in the marketplace, decisions of this sort must be immune from potentially costly and

distracting legal challenge. Single firms are seldom, if ever, required to justify their business decisions

unless and until those decisions have been found to impose significant consumer harm.

The reason for imposing the primary burden of proof on the complainer has similar rationales.  It is difficult

for outsiders to understand why businesses engage in particular practices. Imposing the primary burden of

proof on businesses, particularly joint ventures, to justify their actions in efficiency terms would subject

them to considerable uncertainty over business practices, especially novel ones, and would result in many

efficient practices being unjustly condemned. Again, this problem is, if anything, more serious for joint

ventures than for unitary firms.

The second screen in the rule outlined above is whether a challenged practice for which anticompetitive

effects have been found has any efficiency benefits that could potentially outweigh those effects.  If the

answer is no, the practice should clearly be condemned.

Analysis at this stage, as at the first stage, should be informed by economic principles and empirical

findings, as well as by antitrust experience.  Thus, in particular, certain joint venture practices should be

condemned absent a compelling efficiency defense from the joint venture.  Economic theory predicts, and

experience confirms, that price-fixing or market-division agreements between unintegrated firms will

generally harm consumers particularly in the short run.  This clearly justifies antipathy toward these and

related practices, but, in the context of a joint venture that, as a whole, is a productive integration of its

participants, we do not believe it should rule out an examination of efficiencies.  The only justification for

practices that would be per se illegal if engaged in by a group of unintegrated firms would be either that

they are necessary for the joint venture’s product to be produced or for the venture to remain viable in the

face of adverse marketplace changes. Thus, if competitors formed a joint venture and fixed the price of a

product that these competitors were previously selling independently, we would have little trouble reaching

a quick condemnation.  Likewise, if a joint venture became dominant in an industry and had not fixed

prices, we would quickly condemn its decision to begin doing so absent a particularly compelling

justification from the joint venture.  If the joint venture agreed to adopt common prices at its inception and

if we would have allowed a merger of the joint venture partners, however, the policy would be declared

legal by our first (market effects) screen.  If a small joint venture began assigning customers to individual



member participants, to take another example, we would be inclined to condemn the practice unless a

merger of the venture members would pass a failing firm test._

On the other hand, our analysis would lead to at least a protected cove, if not a true safe harbor, for a joint

venture that refuses to admit new members.  Forcing a joint venture to admit a member is tantamount to

forcing it to share its property with other firms, and unitary firms are required to share their property only in

the very rare circumstances when they are found to own “essential facilities.” _  Property rights are

fundamental to economic incentives.  Degrading the property rights of joint ventures would reduce the

incentives of joint ventures to form in the first place.  From the standpoint of dynamic efficiency, we would

treat joint venture property differently from single-firm property only if we had strong a priori reasons to

believe that doing so would increase long-run consumer welfare.  Because we see no economic reasons to

disfavor the joint venture form systematically, we see no reasons why requiring joint ventures to share their

property except in very unusual circumstances would increase long-run consumer welfare.

Thus, Step 2 of our analysis deals with joint venture actions that have significant adverse market effects: (a)

any joint venture that would exercise significant market power and not produce important efficiencies

would be illegal along with (b) any joint venture operating rule or practice that would be a significant

exercise of market power and does not produce important efficiencies.  In Step 2, we impose the burden of

proof on the joint venture to establish efficiencies, with the understanding that the burden is to present a

plausible case that the practice has been adopted to achieve efficiencies.  Once the joint venture has met this

burden, the burden shifts to the complainer to establish that the explanation is merely a pretext._  The joint

venture practice is illegal only if the complainer sustains its burden of proof that the practice imposes

significant consumer harm (Step 1) and that the joint venture’s efficiency explanation is a pretext (Step 2).

One could argue that the joint venture should have to prove by the preponderance of the evidence that its

practice results in efficiencies.  We believe that burden is too hard to meet in practice, and that imposing

that burden would result in beneficial joint venture practices being condemned at this stage.   As we have

already discussed, joint ventures have to adopt rules for dealing with a variety of problems and have to

adopt those rules through a complicated political decision-making process.  Given the tenuous nature of the

joint venture bond, it is difficult to document to outsiders that particular rules are necessary for holding the

organization together or policing particular behavior.  Those difficulties do not mean that we should give

joint ventures a license to adopt any rule they want and cloak it in a vague efficiency defense.  But these

difficulties do suggest that triers of fact exercise some care in distinguishing valid efficiency defenses from

invalid ones. Imposing a burden on the joint venture to establish efficiencies would prevent valid practices

from filtering through this screen to the full-blown rule-of-reason analysis.  We would suggest, instead, that

the joint venture bear a somewhat weaker burden of proof at this stage, namely, that it bear the burden of

establishing a plausible justification for its practice.  If it cannot present a plausible justification (as would

be the case for a naked restraint of trade), it fails the second stage.  In addition, if the complaining party can

show based on the preponderance of the evidence that the plausible justification is merely a pretext, the

joint venture fails the second stage as well.   For example, the complaining party might have testimony or

documents from joint venture members that establish that the proposed justification has no business merit

and was manufactured solely for litigation.

Step 3 is the full-blown rule-of-reason analysis, wherein efficiency benefits are to be weighed against

anticompetitive harms.  Here we would impose the burden of persuasion on the complaining party to show

anticompetitive harms and on the joint venture to establish offsetting benefits.  The trier of fact would then

weigh the magnitude of the relative benefits and costs, taking into account the credibility of the underlying

proof.

We believe that the principle that joint ventures are not to be favored or disfavored per se has two important

implications at this stage.  First, courts should be just as reluctant to impose structural remedies on joint

ventures as they are to impose such remedies on single firms.  That is, joint ventures should be forced to

expel or admit members only under exceptional circumstances, corresponding to dismemberment of a

single firm or imposing relief under the essential facilities doctrine, respectively. This approach therefore

results in a safe harbor for joint venture actions that would ordinarily be permitted if the joint venture were

a single firm, subject to the qualifications in the discussion above (e.g., a switch to price fixing by a large

venture is not safe).  We would allow joint ventures to form if the same set of single firms were allowed to



merge.  We would almost always allow joint ventures to exclude members just as we almost always allow a

single firm to turn away prospective acquisition targets or to refuse to license its patents, trademarks,

copyrights or other property to other firms.

Second, in evaluating rules and policies of joint ventures, courts should make due allowance for the

fragility of the joint venture form and the consequent difficulty of specifying workable “less restrictive

alternatives.”  Individual rules and practices should be considered as elements of productive joint ventures,

not as isolated agreements between actual or potential rivals.  To be clear:  this is a call for humility, not for

relaxed enforcement.

Our approach differs from the classic treatment of joint ventures by Pitofsky primarily in emphasis._  Like

him, we advocate a more or less traditional rule-of-reason analysis with de facto per se treatment limited to

naked restraints that clearly have no offsetting virtues (e.g., practices that impose significant consumer

harm under Step 1 and no efficiencies under Step 2).   We argue, however, that this rule-of-reason analysis

should consider the effects of antitrust treatment on the incentives to form joint ventures and should

recognize economic and organizational problems that are unique to joint ventures. We also place a reduced

burden on the joint venture to “prove” efficiencies at the efficiency screen.  Our approach is also consistent

with much of the recent case law on joint ventures, including BMI, NaBanco, NCAA, Northwest Stationers,

and Rothery.

Components of the Rule-of-Reason Analysis

We now consider in some detail three important issues that affect the implementation of the analysis

described above.  First, we discuss the use of market-share tests for assessing the likelihood of consumer

harm.  Second, we discuss potential efficiencies from joint venture rules.  Third, we discuss our reasons for

distinguishing between structural and operational rules in evaluating the net effects of joint venture rules.

Measurement of Market Power and Effects_

The first and foremost question in the inquiry is whether there is any reason to believe that the formation of

a joint venture or any of its subsequent actions will result in consumer harm through increased prices,

reduced output, lower quality, less innovation or along any other dimension valued by consumers.  A proper

antitrust inquiry is, of course, only concerned about consumer harm that is significant in magnitude and in

duration._  Otherwise, almost any market phenomenon could be described as resulting in consumer harm.

The assessment of a joint venture’s market power is undertaken only to facilitate answering the real

antitrust question:  how important are the potential anticompetitive effects resulting from a joint venture

action?  The answer to that question for any particular joint venture will generally depend on the action

being considered.  Accordingly, the appropriate measure of market power depends on the joint venture

action in question.  It is illustrative to consider two situations.

When a group of firms agree to jointly set price, price competition among those firms is eliminated. 

Economic theory predicts that this will generally raise the market price and lower market output. 

Moreover, economic theory generally predicts that the greater the share of market output affected by the

agreement, the greater the effect on price and output.  In this case, it is sensible to aggregate the market

shares of the firms participating in the price-fixing arrangement as a rough proxy for their market power,

since that total share is the portion of the industry excluded from price competition.

On the other hand, when incumbent firms collectively take action to prevent a new firm from entering their

industry, that eliminates price (and other) competition between the potential entrant and the incumbent

firms.  In this case, the effect on competition depends primarily on the amount of output that is excluded

from price competition; that is, how much output would the potential entrant(s) have produced absent the

entry restriction?  The importance of the market effect is not reliably signaled by the aggregate market share

of the incumbent firms._

The point of this discussion is that even though a joint venture in aggregate might have a large share of the



market, a correct economic analysis must consider the market effects of its collective actions.  The

aggregate share of a joint venture is the same whether it is making trivial decisions, such as what the dinner

menu should be at membership meetings, or engaging in actions that raise serious anticompetitive concerns,

such as collective price determination.  What is relevant is not the aggregate share of the joint venture; it is

the implications of a particular action for competition and consumer welfare.

Dennis W. Carlton and Alan S. Frankel have proposed an alternative measure of market power for use in

assessing joint venture rules._  They argue that:  “[T]he antitrust inquiry should focus on the joint venture’s

collective market share and collective market power.  Otherwise, any joint venture that could find indirect

methods to raise price through the use of nonprice rules, including exclusionary conduct, would enjoy

immunity under the antitrust laws.”_  The problem with this “collective market-share” rule is that it is

divorced from the very economic question the trier of fact should focus on:  what is the presumptive

competitive consequence of the rule or action?  Their rule would find that a large joint venture exercises

market power when it excludes a tiny inefficient firm as well as when it excludes a large efficient firm from

the joint venture.  The former exclusion would have no measurable effect on price or output while the latter

might.  Their rule would also open to challenge routine business behavior engaged in by a large joint

venture, such as setting a research budget, even when a casual look at the plausible effects of that behavior

would find no anticompetitive risks.

Efficiency Justifications

The experience of economists in assessing the efficiencies resulting from joint venture practice is limited. 

Accordingly, we reach the issue of efficiencies only when there has been a finding that a particular practice

has likely anticompetitive effects.  The rule-of-reason analysis we have proposed would then consider

whether that business practice produces important efficiencies that could not readily be achieved by an

obvious alternative practice that would have no anticompetitive potential.  This step of the analysis should

be informed by our earlier discussion of the organizational problems unique to joint ventures.

A joint venture is inherently prone to ineffective decision making because members’ objectives and

perceptions may diverge.  Firms, therefore, will generally want to collaborate only with other firms that are

known to share similar goals and views of the world.  It is important to recognize that more than purely

“economic” factors may be present in these decisions.  For example, firms are more likely to collaborate

effectively if they have had prior experience together or if they are likely to view problems and solutions

from similar perspectives.  These are legitimate and important business motivations that cannot easily be

understood as part of a standard antitrust analysis that presumes unitary firms and arms’ length contracting. 

The reasons why firms might or might not work well together are often very specific to the industry and the

participants in question.

A joint venture of independent firms must implement rules to minimize the extent of free riding and other

negative externalities that individual firms might impose on each other.  The venture will also want rules

that promote the realization of positive externalities that can benefit the venture collectively.  A joint

venture, on the other hand, must use explicit agreements (as well as informal understandings) to control the

divisiveness arising from firms’ pursuit of their own self-interests and made more complex by differences

in their objectives.  As with structural decisions, the solutions to these operational problems will often

depend on the industry and the particular firms at issue.  We should therefore be receptive to the different

solutions that different businesses will implement.

At the second stage of our analysis, it is possible in principle to demonstrate that a particular operational

rule with anticompetitive costs has no offsetting efficiency benefits because the observed efficiencies could

be realized by a “less restrictive” operational rule with no anticompetitive consequences.  But we would

urge caution in attempts to imagine “less restrictive” alternatives to joint venture rules.  It is too simple for

economists and lawyers, acting as armchair business people to make conjectures about solutions to joint

venture problems that involve less anticompetitive potential.  It is a quite different matter to demonstrate

that such solutions are likely to work in practice, whereas the rules actually implemented by joint ventures

have generally been proven by experience to be functional and stable.  Therefore, the argument that there

are alternative joint venture rules that are less restrictive must be viewed with a carefully skeptical eye.



Structural and Operational Rules

This last point is relevant also to the evaluation of an operational rule at the third stage of our analysis. To

evaluate anticompetitive costs and efficiency benefits, one must have an alternative, “less restrictive” rule

to use as baseline.  An understanding of the complexity of the joint venture organizational form indicates

that the process of devising such baselines should be undertaken with considerable humility.  In particular,

the analyst must take carefully into account the interactions among a joint venture’s rules and policies. 

Doing so will make one less ready to decide that particular rules can easily be dispensed with because they

are not “reasonably ancillary” to the efficient operation of the venture._

Courts typically approach proposed structural relief with the sort of humility that we advocate here: they are

reluctant to divide ongoing enterprises or to compel a single firm to share its property.  If one accepts that

the joint venture form is not to be arbitrarily favored or disfavored, it follows that a similar reluctance is

appropriate in the context of proposals to dismember a joint venture or to compel a joint venture to share its

property by adding new members.  Unless one wants to differentially discourage the use of joint ventures to

create valuable assets, the essential facilities doctrine should be used (along with analysis of risks of

overinclusiveness) to analyze proposals that joint ventures be forced to take on new members just as it is

applied to proposals that single firms be forced to share their property.

We believe that a joint venture should be forced to admit new members only under exceptional

circumstances. Forcing a joint venture to admit a member is tantamount to forcing it to share its property

with other firms. Property rights are fundamental to economic incentives.  Degrading the property rights of

joint ventures would reduce the incentives of joint ventures to form in the first place.  From the standpoint

of dynamic efficiency, we would treat joint venture property differently than single-firm property only if we

had strong a priori reasons that doing so would increase long-run consumer welfare.  There are several

reasons to believe that requiring joint ventures to share their property would only very rarely increase long-

run consumer welfare.

First, economic theory does not generally predict that exclusion from a joint venture will harm consumers

in either the short run or the long run.  Exclusion may have no material effect if the excluded party can

compete in the market without being a member of the joint venture, if the addition of output by the

excluded party is small relative to the market, or if the joint venture members compete in the output market

so that the addition of another firm would alter the distribution of profits but not increase output.  

Exclusion may have beneficial effects on consumers if it prevents the joint venture from becoming too big

(and being better able to exercise market power for this reason) or if exclusion causes the excluded party to

compete against the joint venture.  Exclusion could have a material effect if the excluded party could

increase output or lower price much more through the joint venture than it could if it pursued its next best

alternative.  But the overall effect is ambiguous, and there is absolutely no reason, absent detailed analysis,

to expect that joint venture exclusions are generally more likely to be anticompetitive than procompetitive.

Second, there are several reasons to believe that joint ventures would choose to exclude firms for sound

reasons.  Certain potential members may attempt to free ride on the past investments and risk taking of the

existing joint venture partners without providing any offsetting benefit to the venture.  Also, certain

potential members may disrupt the joint venture’s fragile decision-making and organizational processes. 

For example, consider an industry in which ordinary, unitary firms compete with one or more joint

ventures.  The unitary firms could attempt to disrupt their joint venture competitors by joining these

ventures and attempting to influence joint venture decisions in ways that advantage the unitary firms.

Third, requiring joint ventures to admit members could have several indirect consequences that would

reduce the efficiency of joint ventures.  If joint ventures know that they will lose the right to reject members

once they become big (and therefore fail the Carlton-Frankel market-power test), they may choose not to

become big.  As a result, they may compete less intensively and forego scale, scope or network economies

available from further expansion.  On the other hand, a policy of forcing admission implies directly that

joint ventures that have become big will likely just become bigger. Such a policy would encourage the

formation of industry-wide joint ventures even though it may be more efficient to have multiple joint

ventures, or a mixture of competing joint ventures and proprietary firms.



Safe Harbors

The application of this structured rule-of-reason analysis results in two kinds of safe harbors for joint

ventures:  safe harbors for joint ventures that lack market power and safe harbors for joint venture practices

that would not be suspect if adopted by a single firm.

Market-Power Safe Harbors

 In general, joint venture practices that do not harm consumers significantly are legal. Therefore, practices

adopted by productive joint ventures that have small shares of a relevant market are presumptively legal. 

More generally, policies adopted by a productive joint venture whose members could legally merge should

be presumptively legal, even if they would be per se illegal if adopted by unintegrated firms.  If complete

integration, which would eliminate competition, would be legal, there is no economic reason to apply a

stricter standard to partial integration.

Practices adopted by nonprofit joint ventures that have a large share collectively of a relevant market but

whose members compete intensively within that market should also be presumptively legal._  That is, joint

ventures that adopt the following structure should be given wide latitude under the antitrust laws:  (1) the

members of the joint venture compete effectively with each other so that any rents generated by particular

practices are rebated to consumers through lower prices; and (2) the joint venture is operated on a nonprofit

basis so that it is not possible for the joint venture to collect rents centrally and then reimburse them to its

members.

Structural Safe Harbors

Moreover, allegedly exclusionary joint venture practices that would be permitted a single firm composed of

the venture’s members are also presumptively legal.  In particular, joint venture rules that prevent

nonmembers from using the joint venture’s property through membership or other affiliations are

presumptively legal.  We generally do not require single firms to share their property with other firms, and

we would provide under our rule the same deference to joint ventures.  This safe harbor follows from our

proposition that the rule-of-reason analysis of joint ventures, like the case law on single firms, should

distinguish between structural and operational issues.  It also follows from our neutrality principle—the

antitrust laws generally should not arbitrarily handicap joint ventures.

On the other hand, we would not want to extend safe harbor protection to joint venture rules that limit intra-

venture competition, unless the joint venture falls into the market-power safe harbor just discussed.  We do

not require single firms to compete with themselves on price, for instance, but, as discussed above, there are

circumstances under which we would enjoin restrictions on price competition among the members of a joint

venture.  In particular, if a venture began small with unrestricted price competition, came to dominate an

industry, and then attempted to restrict price competition among its members, we would presume its attempt

unlawful.

Importance of Safe Harbors

The advantage of these safe harbors, like other safe harbors, is they provide joint ventures with some

assurance that following efficient business practices—or just following business practices that imperfect

managers happen to think are the best they can do—will not result in treble damages, legal expense, and the

diversion of management time.  Demonstration that its practices fall into one of our safe harbors should

enable a joint venture to prevail on summary judgment and discourage plaintiffs from suing initially.  That

certainty is important for joint ventures because this organizational form is saddled with numerous

organizational and management problems and therefore particularly delicate.

Our approach is consistent with the recent case law on joint ventures.  The courts have evaluated joint

venture practices under a rule-of-reason analysis at least since BMI.  In Mountainwest, for example, a

practice-specific market-power screen was central to the court’s conclusion that Visa had not violated the

antitrust laws in denying admission to Dean Witter.  In Rothery, the court noted the absence of market



power of the joint venture as a sufficient basis for deciding in favor of the venture’s operating rules.  And in

Chicago Bulls II, the court noted the necessity of a showing of market power as part of the rule-of-reason

analysis.

Application of the Rule of Reason 

In this section, we consider the application of the proposed three-step rule-of-reason analysis to a number of

historical antitrust cases.

Joint Venture Structure

In Penn-Olin, Pennsalt and Olin, two chemical products companies, formed a joint venture to both build a

new sodium chlorate plant and to sell the product in the southeastern region of the United States._  Before

the formation of the venture there were only three producers of sodium chlorate in the region.  Olin was not

a producer, Pennsalt had a 9 percent share in the market, and the other two firms had a combined share of

91 percent and were roughly equal in capacity and market share._  Three years prior to the joint venture,

Pennsalt and Olin entered into an agreement whereby Olin operated as the seller for Pennsalt’s production

from its plant in Oregon.  In between the time of the sales agreement and the joint venture, both Penn and

Olin had independently investigated the possibility of building a sodium chlorate plant in the southeast. 

Pennsalt’s management concluded it was “unlikely” that it would build a plant by itself and thought of Olin

as a “logical partner.”  Olin’s management did not feel that its independent project “showed any merit

worthy of serious consideration.”

The Court found the joint venture questionable on the theory that it foreclosed potential competition from

Olin, and left the issue for remand.  The lower court subsequently found that there was no showing that

either firm would have been likely to enter the market by itself in the absence of the joint venture,_ and we

would reach the same result in our analysis.  In Step 1, it does not appear from the record that the venture

would have produced significant anticompetitive harms.  It is far from clear that either Pennsalt or Olin

would have built a plant in the southeast, let alone both of them independently.  If no potential entry were

precluded by the formation of the venture, then no harm to competition would exist.  The joint venture

should have been within the safe harbor afforded by Step 1.

Even if we were to move to Step 2,_ the case to be made for the efficiencies from the joint venture seem

persuasive.  The fact that Pennsalt and Olin decided to enter as a joint venture when both were dubious of

independent entry (even without entry by the other) suggests that efficiencies were present in their joint

venture.  Although the Court did not delve into the issue of efficiencies, even from the opinion it would

appear likely that one obvious complementarity was between Pennsalt’s experience in building and

operating a sodium chlorate plant and Olin’s experience in selling the product in the region.  Moreover,

Pennsalt had no experience selling in the region (except for one specific customer in Florida), and Olin had

no experience in the production of sodium chlorate.  Their existing business agreement made them even

more compatible partners.

While we have obviously not performed a full rule-of-reason analysis here, based on the evidence

summarized in the decision, we would approve the joint venture: the efficiencies described above seem

substantial, and there was no persuasive showing of market power in the first place.  As regards

efficiencies, we would stress that it seems likely that the venture created competition that would not

otherwise have existed, and that the combination of firms reflects the business judgment that we have

emphasized in choosing partners who have complementary skills and who have a basis of trust from

existing relationships.

In Associated Press,_ the member newspapers of Associated Press (AP) had passed rules giving each local

member some power to exclude its local nonmember competitors from joining AP.  The concern expressed

by the Court was that this exclusionary power would inhibit competition in the newspaper industry because

“a newspaper without AP service is more likely to be at a competitive disadvantage.”_  The Court believed

that the importance of AP service to a newspaper was demonstrated by the fact that 96 percent of U.S.

morning newspapers had AP service.



We now apply our rule-of-reason analysis to Associated Press.  If AP’s membership rules were an exercise

of market power, the power being exercised must have been in each local newspaper market.  In fact, AP

had very substantial competitors in United Press (UP) and International News Service (INS), which were

privately owned, operating through systems of affiliated newspapers.  In 1942, the total expenditures of AP

and its subsidiaries were approximately $13 million, those of UP and its affiliates were approximately $9

million, and those of INS and its affiliates were also approximately $9 million.  While expenditures do not

directly measure the value of news services, it at least seems clear that AP was not in a monopoly position

in the provision of national news.

A potential anticompetitive concern would arise if two conditions were true:  (1) access to a national news

service were essential for a local newspaper to be viable; and (2) access to all three national services had

been foreclosed by the actions of a rival newspaper.  We assume, for the sake of argument, the first

condition to be true.  If a local newspaper did not have access to AP, but did have access to UP and/or INS,

it is difficult from the evidence in the decision to see any significant competitive harm.  It is only if a local

newspaper had acquired the ability to deny its competitors access to all three of the news services that an

anticompetitive danger would arise.  The real market-power issue should not have been about the collective

decision making of the AP members, but rather about the ability of individual newspapers to secure

exclusive access to AP, UP and INS and about the competitive viability of papers with only UP and INS

access._  Associated Press should properly have concerned whether individual newspapers had acquired

essential facilities, and also whether AP, along with UP and INS, had conspired in those acquisitions.

While Associated Press, as we have analyzed it, does not pose a question of joint venture access, it does

present an illustration of joint venture membership rules worth noting.  The power of a local newspaper to

exclude competitors was in fact only the power to require an applicant to pay a fee to AP of 10 percent of

the total assessments paid by member newspapers in the same competitive market from 1900 to the date of

entry._,_ This joint venture rule has an apparent efficiency justification.  This rule gave members the

incentive to develop the value of the AP service because they would receive benefits from new members

joining as AP became more successful.  This rule also provided a disincentive for newspapers to wait and

see if AP members developed a useful service and then join since the longer a newspaper delayed entry, the

greater the fee it would have to pay if it chose to enter.  Even so, if the AP venture had a significant ex ante

probability of failure, a firm might still be better off waiting to join, thus avoiding the risk of failure and

paying no premium over competitors in the event of success.  If AP’s membership rule had been an

exercise of the joint venture’s collective market power, these efficiencies may well have been sufficient to

pass Step 2, and we would reach a full rule-of-reason analysis in Step 3.

Price/Output Restraints

In Topco, independent supermarket chains were assigned exclusive territories for the sale of private label

goods produced through the joint venture.  Step 1 of our analysis would likely find that no market power

was exercised by these chains which averaged only 6 percent in their respective regions._,_  We do not

even need to reach the issues of efficiencies in this analysis though we describe them elsewhere in this

paper to illustrate the potential costs of not having a market-power safe harbor.

In Addyston Pipe,_ a combination of cast-iron pipe manufacturers and vendors formed an explicit

agreement, including territorial restrictions and collusive bidding, that had the effect of raising price for

pipe over three-quarters of the United States._  This combination comprised about 65 percent of industry

capacity in their operating areas and competition from other regions was possible but limited by significant

freight costs._  In Step 1 of our analysis, because of the sizeable collective market share and the fact that the

practice at issue is a restraint on price and output, we would find that this arrangement constituted an

exercise of market power, so we would proceed to Step 2 to consider efficiencies from this arrangement. 

The only efficiency-related defense was that the prices charged by the combination were “reasonable” and

designed to prevent “ruinous competition.”_  This does not come close to showing the existence of a

productive joint venture, let alone that important efficiencies resulted from the agreement and it can

therefore be declared illegal without any further analysis._

In BMI, BMI and ASCAP’s repertories jointly covered virtually all U.S. copyrighted compositions, with

BMI and ASCAP having rights to about 1 million and 3 million compositions respectively._  Because of



the shares of BMI and ASCAP and because the blanket licenses at issue do require price setting, under Step

1 we would most likely find evidence of market power.  The blanket licenses issued by BMI_ are, however,

a valuable new product that could not exist without setting the price for the blanket license, so Step 2 is

satisfied and we proceed to Step 3.

While we cannot pursue a full rule-of-reason analysis here, we agree with the Court’s observation that the

existence of a “substantial lowering of costs, which is of course potentially beneficial to both sellers and

buyers, differentiates the blanket license from individual use license.”_  The important factor is that BMI

created a new and valuable product that by its very nature necessitated collective price determination.  The

blanket license eliminated the enormous transactions costs that would have had to be incurred if every

organization that wanted to play a selection of music had had to engage in individual negotiations with

copyright holders.  We also urge caution in examining whether alternative arrangements with less

anticompetitive potential are possible.  The particular structure of BMI and its products reflects business

judgments specific to the industry.  It is easy to imagine, for example, that the courts might want to require

BMI to offer a range of sub-licenses with less comprehensive coverage so that BMI’s consumers would

have more choices.  It is harder to understand that such a requirement might well produce serious political

conflicts within the organization, as all members would want to be included in all sub-licenses.

In Mass. Board,_ the state agency regulating optometry in Massachusetts set rules that prohibited

optometrists (who provide eye examinations):  (1) from advertising or offering discounts for their services;

and (2) from allowing optical establishments (which make and sell eyeglasses) to advertise the availability

of optometrists’ services._  In Step 1 of our analysis, we would find evidence that these prohibitions are

likely to harm consumers.  The first restriction, if at all effective, is likely to result in higher prices than

without the prohibition.  The second restriction prevents optical stores from fully informing consumers

about the range of services available.  In particular, new entrants would seem to be particularly handicapped

and this restriction would thus, to some extent, deprive consumers of the benefits of price competition by

entrants.  Given that the state agency regulates all optometrists in the state, anticompetitive harm seems

especially probable.

Reaching Step 2, we find no plausible evidence of any procompetitive efficiencies from the agency’s

prohibitions.  The only efficiency justification cited in the decision for the prohibition against price

advertising was that this was intended to prevent optometrists from charging higher than usual fees to some

groups of consumers.  In fact, the prohibition was used to prevent discounts from usual fees to consumer

groups such as senior citizens and company employees.  The agency’s only justification for the restrictions

against informative advertising was that such advertising was inherently deceptive and that the public

needed protection against undue commercial influence.  While the agency should certainly prevent false

and deceptive advertising, it is implausible that the public needs any protection from truthful and

informative advertising or from commercial and competitive forces.  The restrictions in Mass. Board

therefore do not pass Step 2 of the analysis.

Other Horizontal Restraints

In Rothery, the combined share of the agents for Atlas Van Lines was between 5 and 6 percent of the long-

distance moving market._  There is no issue of market power_ at Step 1, so the venture’s rules are

permissible.

In NaBanco,_ the joint venture practice at issue was the determination by Visa of the terms of settlement of

payment card transactions (interchange) processed through the Visa system.  The relevant market defined

by the district court was all payment devices, and Visa’s collective share was less than 5 percent of that

market._  The analysis in Step 1 would therefore permit Visa to set its interchange fee, assuming that this is

the correct relevant market.  For the sake of argument, consider a more restrictive market definition such as

general purpose payment cards.  While Visa had a much higher market share by this definition, the business

practice in question was still not an exercise of market power.  There was no showing in NaBanco that

consumers were harmed by Visa’s setting its internal transfer payments._  Indeed, as we described above,

there are considerable efficiencies resulting from this practice, but they do not need to be considered since a

showing of consumer injury is not made in Step 1.



In FTD,_ the practices in contention were rules that required florists who received orders for FTD products

to process them through the FTD clearinghouse rather than any of the other national floral product

clearinghouses.  FTD had a 65 percent share of the long-distance floral business._  As with the analysis in

NaBanco, however, despite this large market share, the business practice at issue does not appear to harm

consumers in any way.  No evidence was presented that consumers would receive even short-term benefits

from florists being permitted to process transactions for FTD products through other clearinghouses.  The

FTD restrictions would accordingly be legal under our analysis.

Critique of Recent Suggestions Concerning Antitrust Policy Towards Joint Ventures

Although the judicial treatment of joint ventures is a not a model of doctrinal clarity, by and large, the

courts recently appear to have done a reasonably good job of separating procompetitive from

anticompetitive joint venture practices in particular cases.  Topco and Sealy are notable historical

exceptions.  Nevertheless, we believe that the application of the principles and framework we have laid out

above would enable the courts to screen joint venture practices more efficiently and would provide

businesses with a higher degree of certainty about the legality of particular joint venture rules.  Several

authors, however, have proposed other ways of examining joint ventures for antitrust purposes that, if

adopted, would increase both the likelihood that the courts would condemn procompetitive joint venture

practices and the uncertainty about outcomes in particular cases.  We examine the merits of some of the

more recent of these proposals in this section._

While our discussion in this section focuses on our disagreements with the specific approaches and rules

that these authors present, we should note at the outset that we agree with these authors, and they agree with

each other on a number of critical points.  There seems to be a general agreement that only the most naked

horizontal restraints—pure price fixing among unintegrated horizontal competitors—should be treated as

per se illegal._  The courts generally came around to this view in the early 1980s._  Thus, most

commentators and the courts seem to agree that joint venture practices should generally be treated under a

rule-of-reason analysis.  Most commentators and the courts also recognize the importance of considering

free riding and other efficiency explanations for joint venture actions._  Finally, several commentators with

whom we disagree on specifics recognize the important effects of ex post interventions on ex ante

incentives.  They recognize that antitrust policy towards joint ventures can have profound effects on the

incentives to start welfare-enhancing joint ventures in the first place.

Differences remain, however, over the order of the inquiry and who bears the burden of proof at each stage

of the rule-of-reason analysis.  The first two proposals discussed below argue that factual inquiry should

begin by requiring efficiency defenses for challenged practices of joint ventures, with practices that cannot

be shown to be efficiency enhancing declared unlawful without inquiry into their impact on consumers. 

The other proposals are broadly consistent with our view that the first step should require a showing of

consumer harm.  In addition, several of the proposals discussed below argue that the location of the burden

of proof should depend on the particular joint venture action or type of joint ventures.

The Mass. Board Rule

In its 1988 Mass. Board decision, the Federal Trade Commission presented and employed a four-stage

approach to the analysis of agreements between competitors:_

Is the restraint “inherently suspect,” that is, of the “kind that appears likely, absent an efficiency

justification to ‘restrict competition and decrease output’?”  If it is not, “the traditional rule of

reason . . . must be employed.”  If, on the other hand, the restraint is inherently suspect, move to the second

step.

The defendant must now demonstrate efficiencies.  If it cannot advance a “plausible efficiency defense for

the practice,” that practice is condemned without extensive factual inquiry.  A plausible efficiency defense

moves the analysis to Step 3.

If the defendant has demonstrated that its efficiency defense is “really valid,” the analysis moves to Step 4. 



Otherwise, the practice is illegal because it is inherently suspect and not efficiency enhancing.

At this stage, “the full balancing test of the rule of reason” must be employed to assess the desirability of

the practice at issue.

In the context of joint ventures, the first stage of this procedure is troublesome for several reasons.  First,

while it is sensible to designate certain practices, like price fixing, as “inherently suspect” in isolation, this

sort of labeling makes relatively little sense when applied to only some of the rules and policies that define

a productive joint venture.  Suppose two small banks start a new payment card joint venture and decide to

determine the card’s interest rates, annual fees, and other terms and conditions jointly. Their managers

believe, (based on their experience, not nicely bound consultants’ studies) that this will enable them to

market more effectively to cost-conscious consumers.  Is this practice “inherently suspect” because it is

price fixing, or is it not because it is part of a productive joint venture that is a new entrant?  The first

answer makes little economic sense, while the second reduces the Mass. Board rule to the “traditional rule

of reason.”  Second, an important reason why the first answer makes little economic sense in this example

is that the Mass. Board rule has no market-power test.  In some sense, this rule attempts to replace a careful

inquiry into the likelihood of consumer harm with a quick look at the form of the practice involved.  This

raises the likelihood that harmless practices will be condemned.  Third, simply asserting that practices that

are not “inherently suspect” should be evaluated using the “traditional rule of reason” provides no guidance

to the analysis of a large fraction of cases likely to arise in this area.  Fourth, there is no sort of safe harbor

here; nothing protects a joint venture from litigation over collective determination of dates of board

meetings.

We also have some related concerns regarding the second step in this analysis.  Just as we do not believe

that a quick look at a challenged practice is a good substitute for a factual inquiry into the likelihood that

the practice will harm consumers, we worry that a quick look at the plausibility of proffered efficiency

defenses may result in hasty condemnations of efficiency-enhancing joint venture practices with effects that

are not easily grasped in the abstract.  Given the complexity and delicacy of the joint venture form and the

analytical difficulties it presents, we do not see merit in a rule that permits a single practice of a productive

venture to be condemned without the venture being allowed to present evidence bearing on the question of

efficiencies.  It is just not that easy, based on current knowledge, to evaluate efficiency claims without

factual information.

The Mass. Board approach has been employed by the Commission only in Detroit Auto Dealers,_ and it has

been discussed (fairly critically) only by the court that heard the appeal in that case._  Recently, in

California Dentists,_ the Commission declined to follow the Mass. Board analysis._  Instead, it accorded

analysis of efficiencies, market power, and competitive effects roughly parallel treatment.

The Klein Rule

Joel I. Klein, Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust, has recently proposed a stepwise process for

evaluating horizontal agreements such as those necessary in joint ventures._ The first step in his proposal is

to determine whether the agreement is a naked restraint of trade—one that falls into one of the generally

well-accepted categories of per se violations such as an unadorned price-fixing agreement.  Such

agreements are illegal and the analysis ends.  Those that are not move on to the second step, which is key:

[I]f we conclude that a horizontal agreement that directly limits competition on price or output between or

among competitors is not per se illegal, we then inquire whether there's a procompetitive justification for

the agreement. We put that question to the party defending the agreement, and we expect a response that

doesn't merely speculate about the existence of efficiencies, but rather comes forward with real-world

evidence—factual evidence, expert economic evidence, and preferably both—to support the claim._

If the defendant cannot prove that there is a procompetitive justification for the agreement, the agreement is

condemned and the inquiry ends.  As Klein puts it:  “the key point I want to stress here is that only if there

are real procompetitive benefits should there be any need to show actual anticompetitive effects.”  If there

are procompetitive justifications, we move on to the third step.  That step balances the procompetitive

effects of the rule against the anticompetitive effects.



Klein’s stepwise approach therefore imposes the burden of proof on the parties to the agreement to show

strongly that there are efficiencies or other procompetitive benefits from the agreement in order to avoid

condemnation.  Plaintiffs can prevail without ever demonstrating that a joint venture rule harms consumers;

such a demonstration is called for only if defendants have first managed to establish efficiencies.  There are

both practical and policy reasons for objecting to this assignment of the burden of proof.

From a practical standpoint, economists and the courts have developed many powerful tools for

determining whether firms are exercising market power and for assessing the resulting consumer harm but

they are much less adept at evaluating or quantifying efficiencies.  The examination of anticompetitive

effects relies on well-developed theories of firm and market behavior and various often-used empirical

techniques for testing competitive hypotheses based on these theories.  A typical modern merger analysis

relies on the sophisticated economic framework originally developed in the 1982 Merger Guidelines,

econometric evidence concerning the effects of the proposed merger on prices and output, and game

theoretic-based simulation models of market effects.  These same theories and techniques are now also

widely used in economic testimony in antitrust litigation not concerned with mergers.

The evaluation of procompetitive effects, on the other hand, runs into several problems.  Procompetitive

effects such as elimination of free-rider problems, scale, scope and network economies, and efficiencies of

integration are more amorphous and more difficult to quantify than anticompetitive effects such as

increases in price or reductions in output.  Part of the difficulty in quantifying procompetitive effects is that

these effects tend to be much more fact-specific than anticompetitive effects.  For example, economic

theory tells us that the merger of two firms to dominance will usually result in an increase in price absent

countervailing increases and points us to statistical techniques and market data for assessing the likely

magnitude of the price increase.  Economic theory provides a framework for thinking about scale, scope

and network economies.  But whether any particular integration yields these economies is usually an

entirely open question.  While economics has techniques for measuring scale, scope and network

economies, the data necessary for these techniques to yield precise estimates are seldom available in

practice.  Free-riding claims are even more difficult to assess.  Economic theory recognizes the problem and

might provide some guidance on the circumstances under which it is a relevant consideration.  But it

provides little help in providing specific evidence of free riding that could satisfy the burden of proof

presented by Klein.

A good example of the difficulties in proving efficiencies is MountainWest._  Dean Witter, the owner of the

Discover Card, wanted to become a member of the Visa joint venture through MountainWest, a failed

savings and loan it had purchased for this purpose from the Resolution Trust Corporation.  Visa argued that

it did not want Dean Witter to become a member because it thought that having a direct competitor in the

system would be disruptive and could result in Discover gaining access to competitive information.  To us,

this seems like a commonsense concern that any business, faced with the prospect of letting a competitor

onto its property, would have.  It is unlikely, however, that Visa could have provided “real-world evidence”

to support a burden of proof that its exclusion of Dean Witter from Visa was procompetitive.  And it

certainly could not provide “expert economic evidence” on this matter, other than to say that the concern

seemed plausible._  That contrasts with the inquiry in consumer harm, for which the tools of industrial

organization and antitrust analysis could provide guidance on whether the exclusion would result in a

significant reduction in output and increase in price.

The location of the burden of proof should be based in part on the reliability and cost of acquiring evidence

to meet that burden.   As a practical matter, we believe that the evaluation of anticompetitive effects can be

accomplished with existing techniques more reliably and at lower cost than the evaluation of

procompetitive effects.

From a policy standpoint, the burden of proof should be based in part on a presumption concerning whether

the non-naked horizontal agreements under consideration are more likely to be anticompetitive or

procompetitive.  We believe that productive joint ventures and their operating rules are more likely to be

procompetitive on balance, and that the burden of proof should fall on those who claim that the reverse is

true.  There are many circumstances under which joint venture members have procompetitive reasons to

restrict each others’ behavior.  These include concerns over free riding, coordination, and the need to make



returns sufficient to warrant risk taking and investment.  The existing evidence on joint ventures suggests

that they are fairly fragile organizational forms that are generally used to secure efficiencies that could not

be obtained easily through other organizational forms._  We are aware of no evidence that suggests that

joint ventures, or the kinds of horizontal agreements that fall short of naked restraints, are a common

vehicle for engaging in anticompetitive behavior.

Finally, Klein’s stepwise approach would arbitrarily place joint ventures at a competitive disadvantage

relative to alternative organizational forms.  Joint ventures would have to incur the cost of showing that all

rules and actions adopted collectively were procompetitive and would not be able to employ rules and

actions for which they could not meet this burden of proof. When ordinary firms make routine decisions or

adopt operating rules, they do not have to ask themselves if they can provide sufficient “factual evidence,

expert economic evidence, and preferably both” to prove that their actions are efficiency enhancing.  There

is simply no economic justification for forcing joint ventures, alone, to prepare to justify every action in

such detail.  Aside from arbitrarily hobbling existing joint ventures, and thus reducing competition in some

markets, the Klein rule would reduce the value of the joint venture form relative to other forms and would

discourage entrepreneurs from choosing this form in the first place.  That would result in more

entrepreneurs choosing to merge their businesses, or to sacrifice potential gains from integration, or to

abandon attempts to innovate or to compete in new markets.

The Pratt et al. Rule

William H. Pratt, James D. Sonda, and Mark A. Racanelli consider refusals to deal by “network” joint

ventures._  They point out that the distinguishing characteristic of network joint ventures is that the

venture’s ability to produce some useful good or service, or to do so efficiently, increases as membership in

the joint venture network grows.  That is, there are positive network externalities.

In their view, the proper antitrust analysis hinges critically on the existence of positive network

externalities.  They begin with an examination of refusals to deal by non-network joint ventures.  For these

joint ventures, they recognize that refusals to deal are often motivated by a desire to prevent free

riding—the attempt by nonmembers to share in the fruits of the success of the joint venture without having

borne the risks and costs.  Free riding, they suggest, is particularly important in the case of research and

development joint ventures.  They give the example of firms A and B collaborating on the development of a

chip.  These firms expect to obtain a return from their investment through their joint ownership over the

chip.  Firms C and D seek entry into the joint venture after these risks and investments have been borne by

A and B.  They correctly observe that A and B would likely not have started the joint venture if they had

known they would have to admit C and D.  The antitrust laws should permit the refusal to deal because we

want to encourage the formation of these kinds of joint ventures.

But, they argue, network joint ventures are fundamentally different.  They note that “[b]ecause network

joint ventures generate more efficiencies as more and more members join, exclusion of competitors may

actually diminish the network’s value by restricting the ability of the network to generate network

efficiencies.”_  In other words, since A and B benefit from the admission of C and D, they should also

admit E . . . Z to gain even more positive network externalities.  Their refusal to admit any of E . . . Z raises

an anticompetitive concern.  As a result, “[c]ourts should be thoroughly satisfied that an exclusion, in fact,

contributes to the generation of network efficiencies.”_  They criticize several court decisions that have

given too much deference to the free-riding argument.

In analyzing the implications of positive network externalities, these authors apparently adhere to the Klein

Rule:

[T]he permissibility of an exclusion pursuant to a venture rule should depend upon whether the venture can

articulate and demonstrate how the exclusion contributes to the generation of network

efficiencies. . . . [T]he reasons given by a network joint venture for an exclusion should be closely

scrutinized and tested.  Where a network is unable to show that an exclusion is related to the creation of

network efficiencies, the exclusion should raise competitive concerns under the antitrust laws._

Thus, the burden is on the joint venture to come up with an efficiency explanation for its actions—and that



explanation must be related to network externalities._

The authors appear to recognize that prospective entrepreneurs have to have the proper incentives to make

risky investments in joint ventures.  But, all new ventures are risky, not just those involving research and

development.  There is no a priori reason to believe that network joint ventures are less risky investments

than research and development joint ventures.  In fact, there are features of network industries that make

ventures in these industries particularly risky.  Economists have recognized that it is possible that only a

handful of networks will survive in many industries and that relatively small differences between ventures

can determine success or failure._  Therefore, there does not appear to be any reason to distinguish between

network joint ventures and non-network joint ventures based on the riskiness of the venture and the

expected returns necessary to bear that risk.

The authors also correctly recognize that free riding is a legitimate policy concern.  In their explanation for

a non-network joint venture, they also appear to recognize that free riding may prevent the joint venture

partners from realizing the necessary expected returns from their risky investments.  Since most joint

ventures (like most firms) do not succeed, a corollary of this proposition is that joint ventures must be able

to realize ex post supracompetitive profits if they do succeed in order to provide adequate incentives for

investment.  Otherwise, the ex ante expectation of profits would be less than the competitive level (since

failures get less than competitive returns, and possibly lose money on net).  But there is no reason to

believe, as Pratt et al. assume, that free riding—and the necessity of obtaining ex post supracompetitive

returns—is less of a problem for network joint ventures than non-network joint ventures.  The early

members of a network joint venture make investments with uncertain payoffs.  While new members

increase network efficiencies, they may also reduce the returns to earlier members through competition. 

Prospective network joint venture members can free ride on the investments and risk taking of existing joint

venture members in exactly the same way as occurs in non-network joint ventures.  While network

efficiencies may counteract free-riding effects to some extent, there is no reason to believe that they exactly

counteract each other.

Pratt et al. make too much of network efficiencies.  They write as if it is easy in practice to tell which joint

ventures are “network” joint ventures and which are not.  In fact, like most other sources of efficiency,

network economies are much easier to assert than to prove.  Moreover, we would expect that there are

diminishing network efficiencies.  At some point, we would expect that additional network efficiencies

from new members would fall to close to zero.  It is hard to imagine that the Visa and MasterCard systems

would gain anything at all from having one more New York bank join their systems, for instance, even

though the addition of the first such bank might well have had profound positive network externalities. 

When network externalities have fallen to near zero, free-riding effects have exactly the same importance as

they do for non-network joint ventures.  Therefore, there does not appear to be any reason to distinguish

between network joint ventures and non-network joint ventures based on the existence of free riding.

The authors also err in treating network economies as somehow economically unique.  Joint ventures can

realize efficiencies in a variety of ways and many of these ways depend on adding new members. 

Sometimes joint ventures obtain efficiencies as a result of obtaining synergies from the operations of

different members.  Sometimes they obtain efficiencies as a result of economies of scale from consolidating

production—the more members there are, the greater the scale economies.  And sometimes they gain

efficiencies as a result of network effects—the value of the joint venture product increases as a result of

new members.  All of these benefits from adding members are potential offsets to the costs of possible free

riding from additional members and are thus economically equivalent in important respects.  None of these

factors, however, necessarily exactly offsets the cost of free riding.

Network joint ventures may refuse to admit members for a number of economic reasons.  First, it is

possible that network efficiencies are exhausted at some point, in which case there may be no economic

advantage from additional members. Second, it is possible that certain members reduce the returns to

existing members sufficiently that the costs of admitting these members outweigh the benefits. If we

recognize that ex ante expected profits must at least equal competitive levels, it is hard to see how we could

deny joint ventures the right to protect their profits.  Pratt et al. apparently agree with this proposition in the

abstract but ignore its implications for the proper treatment of network joint ventures.  Third, the prospect



of free riding is only one of the reasons why the benefits of admitting new members may outweigh the

costs.  Specific new members might degrade the product because of their reputation.  Or they may pose a

particularly severe competitive threat—armed with the joint venture’s property—to the joint venture.  In all

of these cases, the admission of some of C, D, . . . Z to a joint venture started by A and B may reduce the ex

post returns to A and B sufficiently to reduce the ex ante returns to the “next” A and B’s investment below

competitive levels.  Forcing admission would therefore discourage the formation of welfare-enhancing joint

ventures.

Finally, it is striking that Pratt et al. seem to attach no substantial weight to the dangers of overinclusive

joint ventures.  At least to some extent, joint ventures tend to reduce potential and sometimes actual

competition among their members.  As joint ventures admit new members or absorb other joint ventures,

competition tends to be diminished.  Because of these competitive costs, even if one attached no importance

to long-term incentive effects, one should be reluctant to force admission into joint ventures unless some

positive benefit from doing so can be demonstrated.  Pratt et al., instead, put the whole burden of proof on

network joint ventures that do not wish to expand by adding members.  It is as if a single firm that did not

want to merge or to share its property with rivals were to be given the burden of proving that its refusal

directly generated efficiencies—and only efficiencies of a particular sort.

Pratt et al. have provided no compelling distinction between network and non-network joint ventures.  Their

sensible analysis of the importance of ex ante incentives for non-network joint ventures applies equally well

to network joint ventures.  At a minimum, therefore, there would appear to be no basis to impose a different

rule—or “heightened scrutiny,” to use their term—on network joint ventures than on non-network joint

ventures.  Likewise, there is nothing special about network joint ventures that would indicate that we should

impose the burden on them to show efficiencies.

The Carlton-Frankel Rule

The discussion in two articles by Dennis W. Carlton and Alan S. Frankel seems derived from something

like the following  rule:_

Does the joint venture have collective market power?  Collective market power may be measured by

aggregating the shares of the joint venture members in the relevant antitrust market or by other means.  If

no, the joint venture rule or action is legal.  If yes, proceed to Step 2.

Does the joint venture rule adversely affect consumers?  If not, the rule is legal; if so, proceed to Step 3.

If the joint venture can prove that the rule is “reasonably necessary for [the venture’s] efficient operation,”

it is legal; if not, it is illegal._

As we have discussed, the notion that aggregate market share gives a generally useful measure of market

power, independent of the rule under consideration, is fundamentally unsound.  We thus believe that the

first step in this framework is at best superfluous and at worst misleading, and we would proceed directly to

the second step.  (Part of that step might involve a computation of the share of the market affected by a

particular practice, of course, but that need not coincide with the aggregate market share of the joint

venture’s members.)  At that stage we are in rough agreement: a structural or operational rule that does not

harm consumers should be legal without need for a showing of efficiencies.

The third stage of the Carlton-Frankel test does not involve a comparison of costs and benefits; it stacks the

deck significantly against joint ventures, particularly as regards structural rules.  A joint venture that

prevents its members from selling its product to shops selling pornographic publications, for instance,

would certainly harm at least some consumers in the short run.  This restriction may enhance the collective

value of the venture, but it would not likely be possible to show it is “reasonably necessary . . . for efficient

operation.”

Similar problems arise with structural rules, with potentially more serious consequences.  In the

MountainWest case, Carlton and Frankel claim to have established that exclusion of Dean Witter from Visa

harmed consumers, though the Circuit Court found otherwise._  Their rule would then effectively require



the admission of Dean Witter to Visa.  Since Visa had accepted new members in the past, it would be

difficult for it to show that excluding any new member was “reasonably necessary” for anything.  As we

have already discussed, there is no economic basis for giving joint venture property less respect than single-

firm property.  If we want joint ventures to form at the optimal rate, it would not seem prudent to tell

prospective entrepreneurs that if they choose the joint venture form, they are more likely to have to share

the fruits of their enterprise than if they merge with potential collaborators or forego the benefits of

collaboration.

The Carlton-Frankel rule as they apply it to MountainWest also encourages joint ventures to stop admitting

new members before they have exhausted all available efficiencies.  A joint venture that closes before it

reaches the critical level for Carlton and Frankel’s collective market-share test does not have to admit any

additional members, since its rules are not required to meet any efficiency test.  Alternatively, a joint

venture has an increased incentive given their rule to close at its initial formation.  Both of these

consequences are especially likely since open joint ventures that close are a particularly suspect category

under the Carlton-Frankel framework:  having been open in the past, it is hard to show that closing is

“reasonably necessary for . . . [their] efficient operation.”_

The Carlton-Frankel rule also produces a curious and perverse result that shows that their overall approach

is unsound. Compulsory access increases the size of the joint venture, and if market power can indeed be

measured by aggregate market share, thereby increases its market power.  It is therefore illogical to assert

that a high collective share implies market power and that market power implies compulsory access that can

only increase collective market share._

The Carlton-Salop Rule

In a recent paper, Dennis W. Carlton and Steven C. Salop propose a framework for what they describe in

their paper’s title as “restrictions on access to input joint ventures.”_  They begin with a presumption that

property developed by joint ventures should not be given the same protection as property developed by a

single firm:

If a private firm develops a new product or is simply successful, it rarely is forced to share its assets with

(i.e., provide access to) its rivals. . . . In contrast, a joint venture more commonly can be compelled to

provide access to a firm that will compete against its members. . . . The main reason for the distinction in

antitrust treatment between single firms and joint ventures is that a joint venture involves coordination

among competing firms and can be used as a vehicle to suppress competition in ways unrelated to or

unnecessary for the efficient production of its product . . . ._

There are two problems with this presumption.  First, it rests on a very incomplete view of joint ventures. 

Joint ventures can sometimes mask suppression of competition; more commonly they can make possible

the production of new goods and services.  We believe that anticompetitive behavior by joint ventures

should be dealt with directly, not by disfavoring an organizational form that has substantial associated

benefits; Carlton and Salop obviously disagree.  Second, once you accept that joint ventures are to be

discouraged by placing their property at risk, as Carlton and Salop do, there is no obvious standard for the

appropriate level of discouragement.  Carlton and Salop deal with this problem by essentially ignoring all

benefits from investment by joint ventures and focusing entirely on the short-run costs and benefits of

forcing a joint venture to share its property.  There is no economic justification for such a myopic approach

to policy.

This myopia is compounded by their dismissal of arguments about overinclusiveness._  They contend that

if expansion of a joint venture would diminish competition, the existing members of the joint venture

should favor such expansion.  This is only partly true, since expansion may have other effects that make it

unfavorable on balance to existing members; it is too strong to argue, as Carlton and Salop do, that

overinclusiveness arguments cannot be credibly made by existing joint venture members and should thus be

rejected.

Carlton and Salop propose that if a merger of a joint venture’s members with applicants excluded by an



access rule would not raise price as compared to a situation in which the applicants are allowed to join,

exclusion should be per se legal._  While this test would surely serve to permit joint ventures with very

small aggregate market shares to exclude small applicants, we can find no economic justification for it. 

Unless the joint venture fixes prices, a hypothetical merger among its members does not seem relevant for

any analysis of access rules.

They also propose what they describe as a second per se rule:_

[I]f the venture and its members have collective market power in both the input and output markets and if

there are no efficiency or competitive justifications for the denial of access, little would be lost by enjoining

the denial of access through a standard of per se illegality.

They add in a footnote that “proof of antitrust injury by the plaintiff should also be required.”_  This is the

rule that plaintiff advocated in MountainWest and that the Circuit Court rejected.  It would condemn denial

of access by a joint venture with a large collective market share, regardless of the intensity of competition

among the venture’s members and even if no harm to competition or to consumers could be demonstrated,

unless the venture could somehow meet the difficult burden of establishing efficiency or competitive

justifications—most of which Carlton and Salop have ruled out in earlier discussion.  Only if one is

determined to disfavor joint ventures substantially could one justify forcing a joint venture to share its

property even if its refusal to do so could not be demonstrated to cause substantial competitive harm!

Carlton and Salop conclude their article by briefly outlining a “structured rule-of-reason” analysis to be

used when their “proposed per se rules cannot be applied without risking significant error,” though they

neglect to tell the reader how to identify such cases._  Their rule-of-reason proposal is as follows:

First, the plaintiff must state a logically consistent and plausible claim of anticompetitive harm and antitrust

injury.  Second, the court should determine whether the alleged anticompetitive harm is likely to be

significant.  Third, the court should evaluate the magnitude of any efficiency or other competitive benefits

claimed for the access restrictions and balance them against the magnitude of any anticompetitive harm._

This proposal resembles ours in that the plaintiff must first establish that the challenged exclusion would

cause substantial anticompetitive harm, and it differs from the per se rule just above that would require no

such demonstration.  We would also agree that if the defendants could credibly allege no competitive or

efficiency benefits, the restriction should be found illegal.  But we part company with Carlton and Salop at

the final stage.  In order not to arbitrarily disfavor the joint venture form, we believe that courts should

employ the same standards for forced sharing of property that are employed in cases involving single firms. 

It simply disregards too much to focus only on short-run costs and benefits in a single market and to ignore

long-run effects on incentives to innovate and to form joint ventures.

Hovenkamp Rule

Herbert Hovenkamp has proposed a more general framework for evaluating joint venture exclusion rules._ 

He recognizes that there are potentially procompetitive and anticompetitive effects of exclusion rules, and

that the possibility of exclusion may affect the desirability of the joint venture in the first place:

The difficult problem for antitrust policy is that the very same exclusions that facilitate anticompetitive

behavior may have been essential to create the incentives to form the joint venture in the first place.  Firms

invest in joint ventures in order to improve their own market position; if everyone in the market has an

automatic right to join, then the incentives to form the venture are correspondingly reduced._

He proposes a stepwise inquiry into joint venture exclusion rules that we paraphrase:

Does the exclusion facilitate unadorned price fixing?  Concerted refusals to deal with customers are

suspicious while concerted refusals to deal with rivals are less so.  If yes, the exclusion is condemned; if no,

the inquiry proceeds to Step 2.

Does the exclusion reduce output or raise prices in some relevant market?  If no, the exclusion is lawful; if

yes, proceed to Step 3.



Does the exclusion further legitimate efficiency goals? Legitimate efficiency goals are those that increase

venture-wide output for the existing venture.  If yes, the exclusion is lawful._  If no, the exclusion is illegal

unless the venture can prevail under Step 4.

Are free-rider concerns sufficient to produce substantial disincentives to creating similar ventures in the

future?  These concerns must be explicitly defined and proven.  If yes, the exclusion is legal, unless the

challenger can prevail under Step 5.

Are there less restrictive alternatives to the exclusion that would reduce the free-rider problem?  If yes, then

the exclusion is illegal.

Hovenkamp’s stepwise inquiry imposes a much less stringent burden of proof on the joint venture than does

the Klein rule for horizontal agreements or the Pratt rule for joint venture exclusions.   Aside from naked

restraints, joint ventures can do what they want so long as their actions do not reduce output or raise price

in some relevant market._   Hovenkamp provides, as do we, a safe harbor.  Unlike Klein and Pratt, he does

not sweep up innocuous joint venture rules and actions into a difficult debate over whether there are true

efficiencies.

Once it has been established that the joint venture rule or action raises price or reduces output, the burden

shifts to the joint venture to show that there are offsetting efficiencies that would result in an increase in

output (and presumably a decrease in price) or that the rule or action is necessary for preserving the

incentives to form joint ventures in the first place by policing free-rider problems.  Here we part company

with Hovenkamp._  Joint venture rules and actions that exclude prospective members or otherwise amount

to a refusal to deal with competitors are equivalent to a refusal to share the joint venture’s property with

other firms.  We believe that joint ventures ought not to be handicapped on this dimension relative to

unitary firms.

By shifting the burden of proof to the joint venture, Hovenkamp imposes a stiffer requirement on joint

ventures than the antitrust laws would ever impose on a single firm._  The joint venture would have to show

that its refusal to share its property is designed to increase efficiency or deal with significant free-rider

concerns.  As we explained above in discussing the Klein approach, these burdens of proof are very

difficult to meet in practice.  The party that desires the joint venture’s property would not have to show that

the property is particularly useful, much less essential, for it to compete or for competition itself.

A further problem with Hovenkamp’s analysis is that his fourth question concerning free-rider concerns is

either unanswerable or irrelevant in practice.  Many joint ventures fail or do not earn sufficient returns to

warrant their risky investments._  Any reduction in the value of joint venture property rights will inhibit the

formation of joint ventures.  There is no way to determine the magnitude of the inhibition.  Moreover,

trying to figure out the expected profit calculus that the joint venture partners went through at the start of

the joint venture and the effect of free-riding concerns on that calculus would be a judicial quagmire.

Another problem with Hovenkamp’s analysis is that it ignores the fact that joint venture exclusion rules

tend to hinder the joint venture from becoming large.  There are at least two reasons to believe that

exclusion rules are welfare enhancing in the long run.  First, overinclusive joint ventures reduce the

incentives for the formation of competing joint ventures or single firms.  Second, overinclusive joint

ventures may encounter scale, scope or network diseconomies.

Hovenkamp’s approach, oddly, encourages big joint ventures to become even bigger.  Once a joint venture

has acquired market power (graduated from Step 2), it has to bear the burden of proof of showing strong

efficiency or free-rider effects should it wish to cease adding new members.  That encourages joint ventures

that have obtained market power to absorb all comers.  In the context of merger policy, such an approach

would seem exactly backwards.  At the very least, the dangers posed by overinclusiveness are increased by

this approach.  We do not see its economic or antitrust logic, nor did the Tenth Circuit in MountainWest.

 Summary

We have proposed a structured rule-of-reason analysis for evaluating joint venture practices.  The analysis



begins with a market-power screen followed by an efficiency screen and culminating in a balancing test for

joint ventures that appear to impose consumer harm but also appear to have countervailing efficiencies. 

The implementation of the rule is guided by three principles: (1) the application of antitrust rules should not

handicap joint ventures relative to single firms; (2) the application of antitrust rules should recognize that

joint ventures have different problems and solutions than single firms; and (3) the application of the

antitrust rules should strongly discourage firms from using joint ventures to mask cartel-like behavior.  The

first of these principles is particularly powerful.  The willingness of many writers to advance proposals that

conflict with it suggests that it is controversial, though we have seen no explicit arguments advanced

against it.

For the market-power screen, we have argued for placing the burden of proof on the antitrust authorities

and private plaintiffs to show that the joint venture practices in question impose significant consumer harm. 

For the efficiency screen, we have argued for placing a more modest burden of proof on joint ventures to

demonstrate plausible efficiencies from their practices with the burden then shifting to the plaintiff to show

that these efficiencies are pretextual.  We have also suggested that the rule-of-reason analysis recognize that

joint ventures, whether or not they involve networks or network economies, may have to pass rules to deal

with externality, coordination, and other problems.

This approach results in several safe harbors for joint venture practices.  In general, joint venture practices

that do not harm consumers are legal.  This follows from the market-power screen.  Moreover, exclusionary

joint venture practices that would be permitted by a single firm formed by a merger of joint venture

participants are also presumptively legal.  In particular, joint venture rules that prevent nonmembers from

using the joint venture’s property through membership or other affiliations are presumptively legal.  This

safe harbor follows from the principle that antitrust should not arbitrarily handicap joint ventures relative to

unitary firms and from the principle that single firms are required to share property with rivals only under

exceptional circumstances.  The importance of property rights to the economy broadly implies that

structural relief, which would alter the membership of a productive joint venture, should be employed only

under the sort of conditions under which a court would dismember a single firm or force it to merge with a

rival.

The advantage of these safe harbors is they provide joint ventures with some assurance that following

efficient business practices—or just following business practices that imperfect managers happen to think

are efficient—will not result in treble damages, legal expense, and endless depositions of top executives. 

Because showing that a practice falls into one of our safe harbors should enable the joint venture to prevail

on summary judgment, unproductive lawsuits should be deterred.  This sort of protection is particularly

valuable for joint ventures because this socially valuable organizational form is fraught with numerous

organizational and management problems and is therefore particularly fragile.
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